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“There is not a true AFL fan who doesn't feel a 
longing – and a conditioned guilt – to see a 
Tasmanian team. When this day comes this 
Tasmania brand alone will epitomize all that 
Aussies love. 
 

An underdog. A wrong that has been righted.” 
 

– Sean Cummins, Founder Cummins&Partners. 

Former, Board of Directors Hawthorn FC, and AFL Advertising Agency 
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Introduction 

 

The Honourable Will Hodgman MP 

Premier of Tasmania 

11th Floor, Executive Building, 15 Murray Street, Hobart, 7000 

Cc: The Honourable Jeremy Rockliff MP, Deputy Premier 

The Honourable Peter Gutwein MP, Treasurer  

 

Dear Premier, 

As you are aware, in June of 2019 the Government of Tasmania established a Project Team 
(“Taskforce”) to investigate recommendations to “develop the framework and business case to support 
the granting of a Tasmanian AFL and AFLW licence”. 

AFL Licence Taskforce members: 

Brett Godfrey (Chairman), Paul Eriksson, James Henderson, Julie Kay, Grant O’Brien, Nick 
Riewoldt, Adam Sproule, Errol Stewart 

 

In line with its Terms of Reference (see, Appendix 1), the Taskforce has undertaken a range of 
consultative research with various stakeholders, with a view to determining: 

- The current state of Australian Rules football in Tasmania: participation, fan engagement, local 
attendance, television viewing behaviours, commercial wellbeing; 

 

- The infrastructure demanded by AFL standard facilities (as a minimum) and to position a licence 
such that core issues relating to player performance management and talent retention are key 
determinants; 

 

- A well-considered timeline taking note of the broad range of stakeholder interests, including existing 
State Government commitments (i.e. playing agreements with AFL clubs Hawthorn and North 
Melbourne, and AFLW Club North Melbourne), revenue projections in line with broadcast and 
related arrangements, and impact on existing competitions across Tasmania; 

 

- The ownership and attendant responsibilities of the game, from junior boys and girls to elite AFL 
and AFLW levels, and all tiers in between; 

 

- The likelihood of a Tasmanian AFL / AFLW team being able to garner sufficient support to be 
financially viable, the State’s logistical ability and commercial capacity to sustain it, and other 
influential factors in the short, medium and long-term potential success of a unified Tasmanian AFL 
licence. 

 

This report is an assessment of this consultation designed to assist Government in further developing 
a strategy and pathway forward to support consideration of an AFL licence should it become available. 
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At the outset it is important to advise that our methodology to address the project began by an 
assessment of previous bids by Tasmania and the rationale for rejection, with particular focus on the 
2008 State Government proposal. The ‘facts’ or myths complicit in previous submissions and those still 
generally promoted today are addressed and, in our view, dismissed in the work that follows.  

The Taskforce has arrived at a series of findings which inform our recommendations, all of which are 
outlined in our Executive Summary, along with the Critical Success Factors we established to support 
the pathway ahead. The evidence collated, expert opinion gathered, and commercial model created 
lead the Taskforce to be encouraged by the feasibility of securing and maintaining an AFL licence. This 
would guide the overall betterment of not only Australian Rules in Tasmania, but the economic and 
social wellbeing of the State. 

We caution, however, that irrespective of the acceptance of this Business Plan, it needs to be 
understood that the AFL must be willing to desire a Tasmanian team and be prepared to offer a pathway 
to a licence. In its absence – and based on the identified and prevailing trends in Tasmania – the 
participation and fan engagement in the sport is not in the ascendency and bids in the future will become 
increasingly more challenging. 

The AFL leadership provided both helpful club benchmarking data and its time to the Taskforce. In the 
interests of transparency, and to allow for our work to be challenged and better progressed, we suggest 
the AFL be given access to this document with the appropriate commercial-in-confidence sections 
redacted. The bi-partisan necessity of this endeavour meant that we also provided equal opportunity to 
brief opposition parties and they too should gain access. 

Finally, media has been overwhelmingly supportive and offered valuable groundswell momentum based 
on the interest of the public. That opportunity to amplify the bid going forward should be considered an 
advantage and be harnessed. To that end, that may well require greater disclosure of this document 
than might be normally provided – a risk we believe warranted given a licence in our view is an unlikely 
outcome without the combined engagement and motivation of the above groups. 

It has been a privilege to work with this Taskforce. They are an exceptionally high calibre group of 
people who have been called upon to provide an extraordinary amount of their time and expertise in the 
pursuit of both building and testing this Business Plan, and the remaining Terms of Reference. We are 
united in the findings below.  

Sincerely, 

Brett Godfrey, 

 

 

 

 

 

Chairman, for and on behalf of: 

Paul Eriksson, James Henderson, Julie Kay, Grant O’Brien, 
Nick Riewoldt, Adam Sproule, Errol Stewart  
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Executive Summary 
 

A key Taskforce remit was to generate and attempt to prove a business case that an AFL and AFLW 
licence could be operated and sustained in State. Core elements in this review have included the 
commercial inputs (mandatory and desirable), status of venues and facilities, potential public support, 
impact on existing relationships between AFL entities and the State Government – and related 
responsibilities – and a timeline through which a pathway including VFL, AFLW and eventually AFL 
teams could be fielded. 

Clearly, this business case must align with the broader football landscape, such as its potential impact 
on community football across Tasmania, the longevity and health of AFL media rights, and the viability 
of the existing member Clubs of the competition. 

We developed this report with a view to consider as many of these variables as possible, and where 
required (such as the question of stadia) simply recommended an extension or expansion of the 
Taskforce’s work, by a subsequent investigative process. 

While we cannot project with certainty some key inputs within our suggested pathway (for example 
confidential media rights), we have made every effort to ascertain fair and reasonable estimates given 
our consultation with appropriate authorities, subject matter experts and the Taskforce’s own 
experience. 

In that context, our core findings and associated recommendations are as follows: 

 

Core Findings to Government 

 

1. The Business Case produced is viable and sustainable but (subject to negotiation) requires 
both the AFL and Government to ‘co-invest’ in an AFL 19th Tasmanian-based team for the long 
term. In return, all stakeholders will receive benefit: the AFL via enhanced media rights and 
market share, the member clubs via incremental sponsorship exposure and the State via GSP 
and job production. 

 

2. The AFL is not seeking a 19th team to add to the competition. Admission to the League requires 
a ‘special majority’ of clubs to back a new entrant. It is unlikely any consideration of a new team 
would be considered outside of a subsequent broadcast deal, with the earliest opportunity at this 
time being possibly 2025. The Government should also be aware that the Taskforce did not 
consider the option to relocate an existing AFL Club to Tasmania. 

 

3. Successive AFL administrations since 1990 have held out the opportunity for a ‘future’ 
Tasmania to enter the competition but ambiguous timeframes have allowed the issue to be 
deferred to subsequent Executives or Commissions. Current CEO Gillon McLachlan has perhaps 
been clearest in his advocacy for Tasmania but equally has raised questions about: 

3.1 Its ability to financially support 11 home games; 

3.2 Its capacity to work without a ‘unified’ Tasmania behind it; 

3.3 The expectation that, besides the AFL, a team would require ‘delivery and execution by 
Tasmania.’ 

While these thoughts are valid, they are directly addressed throughout this report. 
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4. Broadcast revenue modelling and advising experts confirm a local Tasmanian team will add 
value to the AFL overall. There is a case to suggest that a Tasmanian team could in fact be self-
funding as a 19th team. 

 

5. Branding experts have advised that the existing corporate sponsors of the AFL and all 18 clubs 
will benefit from a Tasmanian-based and branded team. 

 

6. Independent modelling of the direct economic impact of 11 home games in Tasmania played by 
the Devils AFL team indicates a direct contribution to the State of more than $110M p.a. and 
more than 360 jobs. 

5.1 These numbers are comprised of a mid-point level of direct annual spend of $72M, and 250 
permanent football tourism-related jobs. 

5.2 Additionally, the AFL club itself would add a further direct 116 FTEs, providing an additional 
$27M in salaries and on-costs, plus other direct expenditure of $13M to the State economy. 

 

7. As an independently viable 19th team, Tasmania provides the AFL with the opportunity to 
recalibrate, restructure, add a 20th club or even return the League to 18 teams based on the fact 
a number of clubs today are financially challenged and dependent on AFL underwriting. 

 

8. The existing Tasmanian AFL stadia capacities are incapable of hosting the forecasted 
average attendance or member demand required in the Business Plan. Additionally, key 
infrastructure not currently available but required prior to a Tasmanian Club’s first season includes 
high performance training facilities. 

 

9. Tasmanians have failed to engage with Melbourne-based teams domiciling their ‘home’ 
games in the state. 

8.1 Local support and interest for both Hawthorn and North Melbourne has eroded over the past 
decade and value will likely follow. 

8.2 The cost per game funded by the State, including its statutory authorities, currently exceeds 
$1M per ‘home’ game. 

 

10. Two decades ago, Tasmania enjoyed the highest per capita rate of participation in Australian 
Rules across the country. While the game remains the most popular sport in Tasmania, research 
indicates the following trends should be of concern: 

9.1 The absence of a local AFL team has contributed to its declining popularity and in 
particular lower male participation since the last bid a decade ago. 

9.2 Based on current trends, AFL will cede being Tasmania’s favourite sport by 2030 and the 
AFL risks conceding a key heartland state and market dominant position. 

The Taskforce also notes that new licences and subsequent Clubs admitted to the League indicate 
the link between announcing an AFL Club and a pronounced increase in participation and 
engagement in the AFL. 
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11. Female participation levels in the State have enjoyed significant growth in recent years –
inflating the perceived growth in playing numbers – as has the number of Tasmanian women 
playing with existing AFLW teams. 

 

12. Based upon extensive and wide-ranging consultation undertaken: 

11.1 AFL Tasmania and by extension the AFL itself is perceived cynically by the Tasmanian 
football community 

11.2 Any decision to enter the VFL in isolation of an AFL licence timeline is: 

11.2.1 Unlikely to be met with higher interest or engagement in the game. Indeed, there 
appears a genuine belief it will fail, causing irreparable damage to the State’s ambition 
around its own AFL Club; 

11.2.2 Inconsistent with the AFL’s current or historic practice. No club has ever had to 
demonstrate that it could operate a successful VFL team as a condition precedent to 
being granted a provisional AFL licence. 

 

13. The appetite for an AFL licence in Tasmania is supported by a unified approach across the 
State. This includes: 

12.1 Bi-partisan support obtained from all sides of politics in Tasmania; 

12.3 Strong and unified support from key media in the state; 

12.3 Excellent support from Tasmanians both residing in the State and elsewhere, as 
demonstrated through the United We Stand campaign and Gemba research; 

12.4 Healthy support from key local football administrators in the State, from State League to 
regional or community competitions. 

 

14. The delivery of this Business Plan should be considered merely the start of a consultative 
and negotiated process to secure AFL and AFLW licences. Momentum resides with the bid and 
the opportunity presents ‘now’ should the Government choose to pursue the Business Plan. 

 

Core Recommendations to Government 

 

1. The Government should seek an opportunity to present to the AFL Commissioners the case for 
Tasmania’s inclusion in the AFL and AFLW. 

 

2. The Government seeks to retain members of the Taskforce as consulting advisors and pursues 
engagement with the AFL Commission, Club Presidents and senior AFL executives to submit a 
bid for a Provisional Licence. 

 

3. On condition of the granting of a Provisional AFL licence, establishment funding required will be 
approximately $45M, as follows: 

3.1 Pre-operational Club administrative staff and organisational facilities: $12-15M, and 

3.2 Provision of the necessary high-performance player facilities: $25-30M. 
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The State and Federal Governments will need to consider and cooperate with the AFL to fund the 
estimated $45M required prior to the team’s first season. 

 

4. The Taskforce model supposes a ‘negotiation’ that sees Tasmania enter the AFL with an equitable 
‘club average’ distribution of $17.1M per annum. The State would need to accept funding the 
estimated shortfall of $7.3M per annum. 

We note that the AFL may not be able to afford nor want to take the risk of another expansion club. 
Our report suggests that, based on these sensitivities, the State may need to fund up to a 
maximum of $11M, consistent with the AFL content cost per ‘home’ game incurred today. 

 

5. Launceston would host and benefit from ‘blockbuster’ matches being played at an enhanced 
27,500 seat UTAS Stadium. Due to its apparent limitations, Blundstone Arena would host smaller 
drawing AFL Clubs or games. Upon ‘proof of concept’, a longer-term aspiration should be a 
roofed, CBD-based ‘Adelaide Oval’ multi-purpose facility developed for Hobart to share all 
AFL content and opportunities with Launceston. 

  

6. Irrespective of a new stadium, a State stadia strategy and review should be undertaken to 
both validate our assessment of stadium demand and to consider the wider State value in 
attracting or retaining existing events, conferences and other national sporting franchises or 
leagues to Tasmania, and their subsequent contribution to GSP and returns to the Football Club. 

 

7. Based on the advice provided to the Taskforce by the AFL, Australian Football League Players 
Association (AFLPA), community consultation and the fact that most of the playing roster, 
presently, would be from the mainland states, Hobart would be the likely team base. 

 

8. Given the relative declining ‘interest’ in Hawthorn and North Melbourne’s Tasmanian 
content, coupled with Hawthorn publicly advising they have other options, the State should 
reconsider or at least revalue both ‘sponsorships’ upon their contract maturities in 2021.  

 

9. The State needs to press awareness and seek change in the AFL Commission. As guardian of 
the game it is somewhat reflective or informative that there are no – and never have been – 
Tasmanian Commissioners in the AFL. 

 

10. The model presented herein includes the costs associated with a VFL team – essentially an AFL 
reserves competition – however it is predicated on the long-term success and well-defined 
pathway provided by an AFL Licence. Should no commitment be forthcoming for a 
Tasmanian AFL club, our recommendation is that the State declines to fund the VFL 
program. 
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11. The State has the opportunity now to change the AFL’s misperceptions. In March 2019, the 
AFL CEO questioned the economic ability of Tasmania to hold a licence but offered:  

 

"One brand and hopefully getting unity and putting a bid together. It's not 
going to be in the next couple of years, but at least there is a pathway and a 
plan there.” 

 

The Taskforce believes this bid should enhance the AFL’s understanding of the present 
Tasmanian ‘opportunity’ and has delivered a unified, single-branded and perhaps most 
relevantly economically sustainable business case. 

As a result, we recommend that the State seeks confirmation of the same from the AFL to 
obtain a fixed date or genuine plan to a licence as a warranted outcome. 

 

 

Critical Success Factors  

 

In the context of building a case, the Taskforce identified critical success factors to which an AFL 
licence in Tasmania should be anchored. These factors are by no means exhaustive, but they 
represent core, consistent outcomes from the research and consultation that emerged from our work 
and should support key recommendations as the Government of Tasmania considers next steps in 
this pathway. 

Please note the Taskforce has expanded upon these Critical Success Factors as an integral part of 
our report, from page 37. 

 

1. It must be additive to the Australian Football League and its market protection of the 
game 

The well planned and executed establishment of the Tasmanian Football Club Limited will deliver 
multi-tiered AFL benefit: 

- Overseen by a Tasmanian Football Club Board, whose members are cognoscente of the 
game’s importance in society, and its heritage, the Club will become a revenue-generating 
entity to assist in supporting multiple tiers of the game across the State. 

 

- It will provide leadership across a State suffering decline in the game and in genuine danger 
of being supplanted as Tasmania’s most popular sport. In the past decade: 
 

o There has been a 19% decrease in AFL Fanatics and 38% decrease in Fans in 
Tasmania 1 

o There has been a 5.27% decrease in comparable participation 2, and as much as 14% in 
certain sectors (Treasurer Peter Gutwein, Feb. 2019). Engagement with the game and 
sustainability of communities that depend on football is, as a result, in serious decline, 
and school football is virtually non-existent. 

 
1 Gemba, Oct 2019, “Appendix 3 AFL Taskforce Tasmania Gemba Report October 2019”, page 16 
2 Gemba, page 22 
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o The AFL market in Tasmania is increasingly exposed. Tasmania boasts a 500,000+ 
population base that identifies AFL as the major sporting code, but this exclusivity is 
under threat: Based on current trends, AFL will cede being Tasmania’s favourite sport 
by 2030 3 and risks conceding a key heartland state and market dominant position. 

 

- AFL interest and involvement increases in markets when AFL teams are introduced (Gemba). 
The opportunity exists to create an entity that is not only self-sufficient but – in keeping with 
the Commission governance and ‘caretaker’ models of Western Australia and South Australia 
– can contribute to the game’s financial health and stability across Tasmania. 

 

- An AFL licence will generate the visibility, access and ambition for Tasmanian boys and 
girls to represent their State and participate at the highest level, re-establishing a pathway that 
has substantially eroded since the most recent Tasmanian submission for an AFL team 
(2008). This aspiration is a common thread among all stakeholders in our research and 
discussions and – when coupled with a proposed north-south venue model – underpins the 
belief that a united Tasmania will support a licence. 
 

 
2. A Tasmanian AFL licence funding and commercial model is sustainable 

The financial outcomes arrived at by the Taskforce align with the AFL’s best practice model. The 
Taskforce has allowed for comparatively modest contributions from the League and the Tasmanian 
Government in relation to existing arrangements with many AFL clubs. 

We have made assumptions that will be further tested by the changing AFL landscape, with specific 
focus on broadcast television revenues, but the core criteria to support this funding is consideration of 
the stadia model in relation to seating capacities. 

Our modelling indicates the Tasmanian Football Club would not only be self-sufficient, but in broader 
terms will contribute to AFL revenues in line with representing additional content and a more engaged 
local supporter / viewer base. 

 

 The Business Case Model has been benchmarked and ‘stacks up’: The Tasmanian AFL / 
AFLW club can demonstrate, at a minimum, financial comparability with all similar sized AFL 
clubs.  

 Team Tasmania will not be a ‘drag’ on the state: The $11M annual guarantee 
recommended – even if fully drawn – approximates the State investment per home game 
today for eight Hawthorn / North Melbourne premiership and two AFLW matches. Modelling 
suggests this underwrite (or AFL ‘insurance’ option), even if required, will deliver to the State 
$110M+ of direct football club and sports tourism expenditure, including the creation of 
more than 360 direct jobs. 

- Team Tasmania will not be a ‘drag’ on the 18 clubs: The Tasmanian model suggests a 
long-term Government underwrite of up to $11M p.a. that provides assurance to the AFL that 
it will not expose the League to another Greater Western Sydney, North Melbourne or Gold 
Coast Suns scenario. 

 Less investment likely required by the State: The business case financial model suggests 
that the Tasmanian Government’s likely required contribution for 11 AFL and 4 AFLW home 

 
3 Gemba, page 21 
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games ($7.3M) is less than for the existing eight premiership and two AFLW games 
commitment (circa $8.0M) of today. 

 A Tasmanian team could well be AFL cost neutral: Broadcasting revenue contribution 
forecast by a Tasmanian team exceeds the average distribution paid to AFL Clubs in 2018 
and sought by a Tasmanian team. 

 Tasmania’s brand adds additional value to existing AFL Sponsors: Branding experts 
believe Tasmania will be accretive for all other 18 club’s corporate sponsors in Australia’s first 
national football competition. Broadcasters consulted agreed, noting that a local team will 
drive greater AFL tribalism and subscriptions. If a Tasmanian AFL team existed, 36% of 
Tasmanians would watch more AFL nationally and 62% would attend more local AFL content. 

A brand overview document “Unleashing the Fires of Passion” – drawing together a number of 
highly respected brand experts and their views on a Tasmanian AFL entity – has been 
provided as Appendix 2. 

 

“The launch of an AFL Team in the stronghold of Tasmania provides a 
unique and valuable opportunity for advertisers in Australia. The ability to 
leverage the story and goodwill unleashed from the Apple Isle will create 
value extending beyond regular audience buys in sport. All club sponsors 
will benefit but early Tasmanian partners will gain brand recognition and 
cooperation that isn’t possible with established organisations 4.”  

 

 A ‘Clean Stadium’ changes the game: Redeveloping UTAS Stadium as the initial primary 
football venue, but seeking a longer-term Hobart CBD-based, roofed stadium in an 
appropriate entertainment precinct, would mitigate much of the financial risk of Government. 
Modelling and precedent suggest the potential elimination of the need for any State support 
post implementation. 

 

3. The Stadia: Appropriate Infrastructure and Addressing Capital Requirements 

The work the Taskforce undertook demonstrates that, should Tasmania be granted an AFL licence, 
the current capacities of the State’s two AFL grounds – UTAS Stadium (Launceston) and Blundstone 
Arena (Hobart) – would not likely satiate anticipated demand unless potentially aggressive dynamic 
pricing or yield management strategies were deployed. 

This is a multi-tiered issue: pure revenues through ticketing would be compromised and membership 
of the proposed Club discouraged – and disenfranchised – by lack of access. More significantly, 
minimal availability for inbound supporters of the ‘away’ club would undermine potential economic 
benefits for the host city, a core AFL licence advantage that the Taskforce believes cannot be 
compromised. 

Choice modelling undertaken suggests that a new Tasmanian AFL team within its first year would 
experience a more than doubling of existing North Melbourne and Hawthorn memberships to a base 
case of 38,000 members. These additional members would drive anticipated average attendances 
over 11 home games of approximately 18,400 per match. 

While outside of its Terms of Reference, the Taskforce also considered the national stadium 
landscape and associated merits of a ‘clean sheet’, roofed stadium. This would require a separate 
economic and qualitative investigation beyond our scope, but the benefits in areas of membership, 

 
4 Paul Murphy, Head of Media at Brand Agency Cummins&Partners 
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attendance, and economic stimulus have clear precedent which require consideration in any stadium 
review. 

The Taskforce also notes that any discussion relating to facilities (training, playing and location) must 
align with a ‘world’s best’ approach to attract and retain playing, coaching and administrative talent, 
keystones in the long-term viability and indeed prosperity of a licence in Tasmania. 

Equally, the clean, roofed stadium concept will support positive AFL fixturing for the Devils concept 
through avoidance of concerns around the negative impact of weather on attendance and product 
quality. 

Across all facilities, proximity of training venues and general social amenities will also be a 
consideration in support of the retention question. Hobart and Launceston offer excellent opportunities 
re: cost of living and embedded football culture – the next tier of alignment for players is ease of 
access and travel for playing, training and rehabilitation / recovery in both cities. 

 

4. All parties accept that a phased approach to build this team ‘from the ground up’ offers 
the most sustainable long-term outcome. 

The Taskforce arrived at a timeline to progress implementation at a pace that maintains public and 
corporate enthusiasm for the concept but allows certain levers to be clarified enroute to the securing 
of a licence. 

Core allowances in this journey will be the securing of a provisional licence; the creation of VFL / 
VFLW then AFLW teams as steppingstones to a broader Club platform; the introduction of a team into 
the AFL competition. 

These steps will occur concurrently with the increasing clarity in relation to ongoing North Melbourne 
and Hawthorn arrangements, and the coming (2022) conclusion to the existing AFL broadcast rights 
agreement, one of the central revenue drivers in the distribution to the competition’s member clubs. 

The Taskforce reiterates that the commitment to support a VFL team from Tasmania should be 
conditional on the securing of an AFL Licence. 

A timeline under Taskforce consideration is detailed below, while governance of the game and its 
stakeholders is outlined in expanded detail in Appendix 4. 

 

December 2019: Completion and presentation of AFL Taskforce Business Case: 

Taskforce findings demonstrate that Tasmanian-based AFL & AFLW teams are feasible and 
sustainable with the support of the State Government and a fair and reasonable club distribution from 
the AFL. 

State Government to receive report and commence consideration of pursuing AFL and AFLW licences 
supported by the State. 

 

Dec 2019 – Jan 2020: State Government Review 

Taskforce findings and recommendations review complete. Decision made and next steps identified, 
as per the following timeline: 
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Yes No 

Advancement of licence pursuit confirmed, then: 

- January 2020 – Government requests 
engagement with AFL Executive and 
Commission, concurrently seeking an 
extension of the Taskforce advisory 
tenure in its commercial and strategic 
approach to the AFL. 

 
- Government to provide level of funding 

to facilitate required Taskforce work. 

Government does not see merit or is not 
prepared to fund new Club to required levels, 
then: 

- The Taskforce is disbanded and AFL 
and AFLW licences not pursued. 
 

- Government to pursue general AFL 
content to facilitate Sports Tourism as 
per existing model, but future of football 
in the State remains unclear if not 
uncertain. 

February 2020 – April 2020 

AFL Engagement: Taskforce and Government 
to work with AFL Executive and Commission to 
gain support via a (preferred) provisional 
licence. 

With the backing of the Commission, undertake 
engagement with Club Presidents to seek 
agreement for a 19th AFL licence in Tasmania, 
or as a minimum a clear and agreed process 
and timeframe for entry. 

 

Yes No 

July 2020 

AFL communicates that a provisional licence is 
likely, and feedback from AFL Presidents and 
Commission is clear on the process to establish 
an AFL and AFLW team in Tasmania. 

 

AFL does not see merit or is not prepared to 
fund new Club to required levels, or the member 
Clubs do not support to the degree required, 
then: 

- The Taskforce is disbanded and AFL, 
AFLW and VFL licences not pursued. 

- Government to pursue general AFL 
content to facilitate Sports Tourism as 
per existing model, with prospects of 
AFL licence now unlikely in foreseeable 
future. 

July 2020 

Establishment of Tasmanian Football Club 
Limited (TCFL), with Directors identified who 
provide required capability and capacity. 
Government and AFL provide recommended 
seed funding for club establishment and 
employment of key executive and operational 
staff. 

August / September 2020 

Key Executives and TFCL Directors appointed 
to facilitate first steps to establishing the club. 
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October / November 2020 

Transfer of Devils assets to TFCL: Tasmanian 
Devils Football Club and associated IP to be 
transferred to TFCL. 

(NB: AFL Tasmania to retain operation and 
funding of U18s Devils (Male and Female), plus 
player pathways and TAC Cup teams. 

2021 

Transitional year in concert with AFL and AFL 
Tasmania. 

Appointment of remaining executive roles and 
pursue new key football roles (Head of Football 
and Coach). 

March 2022 

Tasmanian Devils VFL Men and Women enter 
respective competitions. 

February 2024 

Tasmanian Devils AFLW team enter the AFLW 
competition. 

March 2025 

Tasmanian Devils AFL team enter the AFL 
competition. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Taskforce Assessment 

A well-planned and executed pathway to an AFL Tasmanian team in 2025 will add value to 

the AFL while protecting its marketplace in an increasingly competitive sports and media 

landscape. Equally, the State Government will generate additional revenues, jobs and 

general game wellbeing at a reduced cost to its current AFL commitment. 
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Section 1: The Context 
 

Football in Tasmania 

 

A critical plank of the ‘pro-AFL licence’ position is that Tasmania is a ‘traditional’ football State, and 
therefore merits inclusion in any competition that posits itself as truly national. 

The State’s claim to being a traditional football environment is undeniable. The Australian game in 
Tasmania developed in parallel to that of Victoria – the agreed birthplace of the code – though it 
lacked the early formal structure of its northern neighbour. 

The problems that impacted upon the sport in other colonies during the game’s infancy were typical of 
the Tasmanian experience: no codification of rules, and no formal competition to oversee growth. 
There were significant milestones: ‘Victorian Football Rules’ were adopted in 1866, and the 1875 
formation of the Launceston Football Club was a major step, followed by Railway Football Club in 
Hobart the following year. 

Yet the creation of the Tasmanian Football Association in Hobart, in July of 1879, was the game’s first 
true stake in the ground. Three years later, the Northern Football Association was established, and the 
game now had a foothold across the State. 

Tasmania was first represented as a unified force when it played touring Victorian Football Association 
club Essendon at the Upper Cricket Ground at North Hobart in August of 1882. Notably, when an 
inter-colonial football conference was held in Melbourne 12 months later, delegates included those 
from Tasmania. 

The use of flags to signal goals and behinds? First introduced by the Tasmanian Football Association 
in 1884 5. The first experiments with the use of boundary umpires? Trialled when “Senior” played 
“Junior” at the Risdon Ground in suburban Hobart in 1895 6, nine years before they were introduced in 
the Victorian Football League. 

The Tasmanian game was evidently progressive, yet it was understandably influenced by the isolation 
and limited scale of its population bases. The game across the State was divided into three regions: 
the ‘south’, naturally founded upon Hobart and its surrounds; the ‘north-west’, anchored on Devonport; 
and the ‘north’, rich with history through its ties to the Launceston area. 

Finding unilateral agreement on the health and direction of the Australian game was a challenge. 
Space precludes a full listing of the competition structures that have preceded the current status, but 
the primary competitions centred on the existence of: 

- The Tasmanian Australian National Football League (TANFL, also known as the TFL), 
running from 1879 through to 1999; 

- The Northern Tasmanian Football Association (NTFA) operated from 1886 to 1986; 
- The North West Football Union (NWFU), which ran from 1910 to 1986. 

In 1987, the NTFA and NWFU merged to form the Northern Tasmanian Football League. Various 
iterations of a Statewide football competition have been launched and failed since the time of that 
merger, culminating in the contemporary Tasmanian State League – overseen by AFL Tasmania – 
which has operated since 2009. 

Interest in establishing a Tasmanian team in the Australian Football League has echoed that changing 
face of the game in its variability. Bids for a licence were lodged but rejected in 1995 and 1997 – a 
logical fore-runner to securing a licence was seen to be the creation of a team in the ‘new’ Victorian 

 
5 The Australian Game of Football (Melb., Slattery Publishing, 2008) page 330 
6 The Australian Game, page 335 
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Football League, thus the Tasmanian Devils Football Club entered that competition in its inaugural 
2001 season, with its licence owned by AFL Tasmania. 

Over a decade, the Devils experienced modest success, three times making the VFL finals. A two-
year alignment with the North Melbourne Football Club (AFL) allowed listed Kangaroos players to play 
for the Devils when not selected in the AFL, but this failed to drive on-field success amidst dwindling 
attendance figures. 

At the end of the 2008, AFL Tasmania determined that a return to a 10-team Statewide competition 
was preferable to supporting a VFL licence, and the Devils withdrew from the VFL. The Tasmanian 
State League as it stood in 2019 consisted of seven teams: North Hobart, Clarence, Launceston, 
North Launceston, Glenorchy, Tigers and Lauderdale. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

The Tasmanian Game 

Tasmanian influence on the national game cannot be underestimated and underscores its 
undeniable status as a ‘traditional football state’ in relation to history, participation, performance 
and culture. 

Tasmania had a ‘seat at the table’ at the earliest national conventions determining the direction of 
the game and has remained a key stakeholder from the perspective of the game being a genuine 
country-wide sport. Its history franks its credentials as one of the game’s founding 
heartlands. 

More than 300 players, coaches and administrators have emerged from Tasmania to contribute to 
the ‘national game’ – that is, the League seen to be the premier competition in the country, be it 
the Victorian Football League (until 1990) or the expanded, reconstituted Australian Football 
League. Pre-eminent in those contributors are the following: 

- Four of the 28 AFL Hall of Fame Legends are Tasmanian: Royce Hart, Darrell Baldock, 
Peter Hudson and Ian Stewart. 

- A number of Tasmanians feature in the AFL Hall of Fame, including Laurie Nash, Horrie 
Gorringe, Verdon Howell, Stuart Spencer and Matthew Richardson. Other ‘notables’ 
across the generations are listed in Appendix 5. 

- 25 Tasmanian-born players featured on 2019 AFL lists (See Appendix 6), and eight reside 
on AFLW lists, while 33 players were selected in the last 10 (NB: excluding 2019) AFL 
national, pre-season or rookie drafts.  

 

From left: Royce Hart, Ian Stewart, Darrel Baldock and Peter Hudson, AFL Hall of Fame 
Legends from Tasmanian. Pics: Hobart Mercury. 
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A Game Under Threat 

The eroding health of the latest iteration of the Tasmanian State League, and by extension the game 
across the State, makes for a challenging pathway to any establishment of an AFL licence, and any 
aspirational ‘pathway’ plans (e.g. VFL, AFLW) that may precede it. 

The State League was re-established in 2009 following the disbandment of the VFL Tasmanian 
Devils. The Taskforce believes the decade since is a telling window into the challenges inherent in 
Tasmanian football and a cautionary tale relating to the next steps towards an AFL licence. 

The TSL was re-established to represent the elite tier of the game in Tasmania. After much 
discussions, it consisted of 10 teams from across the State; by the end of season 2010, the Reserves 
grade competition had proven to be unsustainable, and was shut down. 

In 2013, South Launceston determined it could no longer compete financially in the TSL and would 
hand its licence back at season’s end – ironically, South Launceston won the TSL premiership in its 
final year. It was replaced by Prospect State Football Club. 

Prior to season 2014, one of the country’s most storied and successful clubs, North Hobart, was 
forced to merge with Hobart to form the Hobart City Demons. Before a ball was kicked in competition, 
Hobart withdrew from the arrangement, but AFL Tasmania insisted on retaining the Hobart City 
Demons identity despite the failed merger (it was not until season 2018 that North Hobart regained its 
independent status and naming convention). 

Shuffling of clubs continued but 10 remained until 2016, when the Prospect Hawks withdrew. Prior to 
2018, both north-western clubs, Burnie and Devonport, also withdrew, leaving the competition with its 
current, seven-club structure, the heath of which the Taskforce would observe remains tenuous at 
best. 

As noted by long-time and respected TSL player, coach and administrator Darryn Perry, and echoed 
in countless meetings, “for the State League to survive or, even better, become a truly Statewide 
competition again, it has to be properly funded by the AFL, or simply forget it, and revert to regional 
competitions.” 7 

The consultation supporting this position included a range of stakeholders from TSL level down, 
including: the Tasmanian Football Board (incorporating representatives of all senior and junior leagues 
in Tasmania); individual meetings with representatives from the Southern Football League, Northern 
Football League, North West Football League; multiple individual Club presidents and coaches; and 
AFL Tasmania. 

The Taskforce also interviewed a number of Under 18s Devils players who competed in the TAC Cup 
in 2019 as part of the recommendations of the AFL’s 2018 Steering Committee. 

We believe this activity secured a broad range of opinion from the Australian Rules community in 
Tasmania. Feedback was consistent and firm, headlined by the following positions: 

- There was clear agreement across the state of Tasmania that an AFL licence is crucial to the 
sustainability and development of football into the future. For Tasmania to remain a “football 
heartland” it must happen. 

 

- There is a general but tangible mistrust of AFL Tasmania and the belief that no-one fights for 
the State at the national level. “Tasmania does not matter in the national scene and is not 
important to AFL executives”. This is coupled with a belief that the AFL is not interested in 
grass roots football nor growing the game in Tasmania. 

 
7 Hobart Mercury, 03 October 2019 
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- The clear perception that football in Tasmania will die without its own AFL team. Conversely, 
an AFL team would give future generations the motivation to play and the sport the resources 
to grow the game. 

 

- Basketball interests are advanced in their intention to secure a Tasmanian licence to play in 
the National Basketball League, clearly encouraged by its own national governing body. With 
A League (soccer) interests also in more generic conversation, the potential for devastating 
impact on Australian Rules game development – capturing the ‘hearts and minds’ of junior 
sports participants and fans – clearly exists. 

 

- Acknowledgement of some positive outcomes from the Steering Committee work. For 
example: Community Football Hubs, Talent Managers in the three regions, Tassie Devils 
brand, Tasmanian State League support as a talent competition, women’s football 
development. 

 

- Divided opinions relating to the full-time Under 18 (TAC Cup) program. Converse position 
believes Tasmania should have continued with an Academy model such as that of Sydney, 
Brisbane, GWS, Gold Coast, etc. An accompanying belief was that a number of players have 
‘given up’ football after the last time Tasmania participated in full-time Under 18s competition, 
while a number of Under 18s players found the travel and commitment too challenging in 
2019. 

 

- Unanimous support of an AFL Licence linked to a VFL team. Conversely, very little support for 
a standalone VFL team (see attached consultation paper from North Hobart Football Club). 

 

- An estimated 3000 adult males of playing age have left the north-west competitions in the five 
years to 2018. While there have been reported participation increases across the State, on 
analysis this is predominantly the female and Auskick sectors – male youth and young male 
adults are on the decline. Some of this adult male decline is linked to demographic shifts, 
while a club such as Smithton – an icon on the north-west coast for 99 years – was unable to 
field a team in what would have been its centenary season. 

 

- A belief that the Hawthorn / North Melbourne presence has been successful, however is now 
losing interest as more Tasmanians feel the resources should be focused on securing ‘our 
own’ AFL team. An example of feedback was the negativity surrounding the appearance of 
local (i.e. TSL) players in Hawthorn or North Melbourne jumpers at junior clinics, reiterating 
the sense of it being an interstate product. 

 

- Disbelief that the AFL could consider itself a truly national competition without Tasmania. 

 

- Strong belief that home games would need to be played both in north and south of the state. 
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- A belief that young Tasmanians want to touch, see, communicate with and support their own 
team. 

 

This final point was consistently returned to by stakeholders across all regions and tiers of the game. 

An analogy: in New Zealand, rugby kids grow up wanting to be an All Black before wanting to be a 
player such as All Blacks captain Kieran Read or star fly-half Beauden Barrett. This identity linkage 
or opportunity is not available to Tasmanian boys and girls today in the same way as other 
‘heartland’ states can identify with this aspirational phenomenon. 

To date, a Tasmanian AFL draftee must leave not just home, but their state and support structures to 
play AFL. If there were no All Blacks – or Collingwood, for that matter – aspiration for kids from those 
countries or suburbs to play rugby or AFL would be negatively impacted. In Tasmania’s case, it is a 
structural or permanent impediment to both participation and aspiration. 

The generally accepted psychology of sport’s engagement suggests support for a team (All Blacks or 
Tasmania) overrides the support for players like Reid or, for example, Jack Riewoldt. Whether it be 
EPL, NFL or AFL, tribal loyalty and following is linked to the team as we understand players come 
and go. 

Academic Shirley Wang considered this in a paper entitled “The Science Behind Fanatic Behaviour” 
8. Further, she identified a key attribute that drives or motivates a people to support a team and that 
is the need to associate or belong. “Identifying strongly with a salient local team where other fans are 
in the environment…” 

The greater bond therefore is inherently between the market and a club, not a Tasmanian playing for 
another non-Tasmanian team. Until Tasmania has an AFL team that serves its community, 
engagement with that market and participatory aspiration will likely remain sub-optimised. 

The emphasis is that it must be an AFL product: after the Taskforce conducted an interview with 
Gerard Ennis, the President of the Devonport Football Club, Mr. Ennis penned an email which 
encapsulated the pervading view of the Tasmanian football community. An extract features: 

 

“A VFL team for Tassie will be doomed to fail if they judge it on attendance. 
Essentially it is an AFL reserves competition. People will watch once or twice and 
then won’t bother. ... (and) we will struggle to attract players to commit to all the 
travel. 

An AFL team is our priority. Any VFL entry must be linked to an AFL entry or not at 
all. In fact, I would cancel all support / sponsorship with Hawthorn and North as a 
statement to the AFL that we are serious and want our own. 

When we have a team, we need to get the players all over the state. Particularly up 
the North West where we never / rarely see AFL players. They need to be here 
regularly to grow the game. [It is] Not quite working currently. 

To get a buy-in from community leagues, etc. they all need to feel part of our team. 
It can be done by directly sharing profits and resources. In a generation all Tassie 
people will be proud of their team. Our AFL team should complement not compete 
with local football.” 

 

 
8 Wang, Shirley, “The Science Behind Fanatic Behaviour”: https://www.psychologicalscience.org/observer/sports-complex-the-
science-behind-fanatic-behavior 
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The Taskforce believes the past decade provides a well-defined timeframe through which to assess 
the state of the game in Tasmania and the prospects of an AFL licence as an ‘endgame’. There has 
been significant, relevant activity within this timeframe which allows us to quarantine 2009-19 in this 
process: 

- Establishment and learnings from AFL expansion clubs Gold Coast and Greater Western 
Sydney, chosen over a competitive Tasmanian bid; 

- A decade of the re-established Tasmanian State League competition; 
- Visibility to two comparable data sets built by market research company Gemba that bookend 

this time window and portray a reasonable and fair picture of the last decade of the game in 
the State. 

 

At the approximate beginning of this window, the Tasmanian Government sought to build a business 
case to support the validity of an AFL team, hence the 2008 commissioning of the original Gemba 
work. The timing of that previous bid was fundamentally a crossroads in the future direction of AFL 
commitment to the grassroots of the game, with reference to substantial funding in what it believed 
was its growth markets. Specifically, plans for second teams in New South Wales and Queensland 
were well developed. 

AFL CEO Andrew Demetriou at the time stated: “(Tasmania) probably do deserve a team, we 
shouldn't dismiss the contribution that Tasmania has made to our game... They are absolutely entitled 
to put forward a proposal, but the (AFL) Commission has already decided where the 17th and 18th 
teams are going.” 9 

This determination was offset but not overcome by the bi-partisan backing of the Tasmanian 
Government, a potential 20,000 potential membership base, and a reported $4M sponsorship deal in 
place with confectionary giant Mars (a sponsorship opportunity later secured by Carlton Football Club) 
to support a Tasmanian entry. 

An anecdotal statement attributed to Demetriou at the time encapsulated the nature and focus of AFL 
commitment: “Tasmanians already watch AFL.” 10 

 

The Taskforce believes Gemba was in 2019 ideally suited to update its research using similar 
metrics to those of 2008. Key findings of this research revealed: 

 

- The popularity of Australian Rules football has declined in Tasmania over the past decade, 
with Fanatics decreasing by 19% (37% to 30%) and the number of disinterested consumers 
increasing by 36% (42% to 57%). The Fanatics segment is critical, as this demographic: 
 

o accounts for 80% of revenues 
o is 12 times more likely to attend a sporting event 
o is four times more likely to watch the sport on television 
o is 30 times more likely to buy a membership 11 

 

- The number of Australian Rules football Fans has declined by 38%. When combined with the 
decrease in Fanatics, the nett outcome is a 36% increase in disinterested supporters. 

 
9 The Canberra Times, 16 July 2008 
10 https://www.foxsports.com.au/afl/brisbane-lions-star-mitch-robinson-on-tasmanias-footy-crisis/news-
story/752c43c07c7b1ee51ed3865209966c29 
11 Gemba, page 15 
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- Despite declining popularity in Tasmania, Australian Rules football is still the most popular 
sport. It is 67% more popular than Cricket. 12 

 

- In Tasmania, the 12-month nett shift (2018 to 2019) in total Australian Rules teams across all 
age groups was +13. Note, however, that new girls and women’s team expanded by 28, thus 
the position of boys’ and men’s teams was a negative (-15). 

 

- The number of elite sporting teams in Australia has more than doubled over the past 10 years 
to 128 (up from 61). 13 This has been underpinned by the rise of women’s sport, league 
expansions and the rise of e-sports. This is not reflected in a significant increase of teams in 
Tasmania, with the Hobart Hurricanes (men’s and women’s) being the only elite club based 
there. 

 

By any measure, the Gemba findings reveal a game in decline, both at local level from broad 
participatory perspective and, of concern for the AFL, from a fan engagement perspective. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Being a truly national game, AFL growth into Tasmania 
can only be a good thing – evident by several clubs wanting 
to set the ‘Apple Isle’ as second home base. This will also 
help grow new audience from a broadcast perspective 
which in turn will help popularise the code, something 
that other sporting codes like the NBL had to contend 
with in recent times” 

– Ken Lam 

National Head of Investment, Dentsu X 

 

  

 
12 Gemba, page 19 
13 Gemba, page 25 
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The AFL Landscape 

 

The Taskforce recognises that any assessment of a commitment to an AFL Licence must consider the 
existing landscape of the competition, the threats it perceives to the game and the short- to medium-
term prospects of the competition’s capacity to support an extra licence. 

Central themes which have generated concern among stakeholders, including consultation with the 
senior AFL executive, include: 

 

The game is under duress, with particular reference to the existence of nine teams operating in 
metropolitan Melbourne and another in Geelong. 

The AFL operates a Club Funding Model which provides a ‘Base’ distribution and, subject to meeting 
certain criteria, a variable or ‘Other’ distribution to support clubs which cannot fund their football 
program to a competitive level. In 2018, the AFL distributed $307M 14 to the 18 teams via these two 
pools. 

These ‘Other’ criteria included elements such as the size of the supporter base, stadium commercial 
arrangements, and access to income from non-football activity. 

In 2018, four clubs reported an operating loss (seven in 2017). On face value, the overall nett cash 
profit of clubs was $39.3M and is a positive or healthy return for the competition. 

The average distribution 15 to the nine teams in Melbourne (i.e. excluding Geelong) was $16.8M, 
against the average across all 18 clubs of $17.1M. Remove the understandably higher distribution to 
expansion teams GWS ($24.7M) and Gold Coast ($23.9M), and the average across remaining clubs 
decreases to $16.2M. 

St Kilda ($22.0M), the Western Bulldogs ($19.3M), North Melbourne ($17.9M) and Melbourne 
($18.1M) receive the highest distributions in line with qualifying for those set criteria, figures that 
reveal significant reliance on the League funding model. 

Yet this is no way drives equality in revenues. Three of those clubs – North Melbourne ($39.6M), St 
Kilda ($40.7M 16) and Melbourne ($56.09M) – sat in the bottom seven of AFL clubs in total reported 
FY18 revenues. 

When set against that of larger clubs Collingwood ($82.1M), Richmond ($79.8M) and Hawthorn 
($75.2M), there is a clear disparity in the ‘haves’ and ‘have nots’ of Victorian football, and in the 
proportion of revenues reliant on the AFL: North Melbourne (45%), St Kilda (54%), and Melbourne 
(28%) are heavily reliant on League distributions compared to Collingwood (13%), Richmond (15%) 
and Hawthorn (15%). 

The Taskforce also notes that a number of club profit results were bolstered by one-off contributions 
such as asset transfers, sale of club non-football facilities (e.g. Melbourne FC’s sale of the Leighoak 
Club), and transfer of funds for redevelopment. 

The internal impact of revenues is felt directly in areas such as football ‘teams’ spending, a 
transparent, reported item which includes separate spending caps for football department (introduced 
in 2015) and playing lists. 

This cap has created a more equal playing field, though the Taskforce notes that clubs under duress 
may not have the capacity to spend 100% of the allowable cap’s spending. For example, North 
Melbourne spent 19.5% less than Collingwood in this area in 2018. 

 
14 AFL Annual Report 2018 
15 As sourced from AFL 2018 Annual Reports and HPNfooty.com 
16 Adjusted for non-operational property gain realised 2018 
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While some non-Victorian clubs are equally as healthy as Melbourne’s larger entities, others are 
experiencing operational and financial pressure. Brisbane’s AFL distribution was only just short of that 
of GWS and Gold Coast (representing 40% of the Lions’ total FY18 revenue), while numerous Port 
Adelaide players were in 2019 asked to restructure their contracts to ease financial pressure on the 
club. 17 

 

“18 teams works better than 19”. This is a constant refrain in the additional licence conversation. At 
present, the AFL draw is seen to be compromised by the imbalance of an 18-team competition in 
which clubs played 22 games to constitute a home and away season. 

Yet that remains a preference in comparison to adding a 19th team and further distorting a fixture 
which would then demand a ‘bye’ each week. The Taskforce notes that a bye due to the introduction 
of a new club is not unprecedented – from 1991 to 1994, the competition consisted of 15 teams, with 
varying combinations of byes (single and multiple team per week) established; in 2011, following the 
introduction of Gold Coast, the same fixture adjustments applied, with the Suns not playing in Round 1 
and teams experiencing byes each week as the season progressed. 

Another potential issue with adding a licence is stadium fixturing pressure. This is most relevant in 
Melbourne, with a contracted number of games scheduled at the MCG and Marvel Stadium. 
Delivering another (approx. 6-9) Melbourne games across the schedule is a challenge given the static 
numbers of venues and date options available. 

 

The broadcast landscape – and associated revenues – is changing rapidly. In August of 2015, the 
League secured a six-year, $2.508 billion broadcast rights deal through 2022, featuring Channel 
Seven, Foxtel and Telstra. This was a landmark deal, increasing annual broadcast revenues by 67%. 

There is worldwide evidence to suggest the free-to-air contribution to this model could remain static at 
best at maturation of this existing agreement, as there is downward pressure on global sports 
broadcasting rights, which generally establishes precedent for the Australian market. Both Seven 
West Media (owner of Channel Seven) and Network Ten are experiencing financial pressures; while 
Channel Nine reported a profit in FY19, it reported an overall revenue decline from $1.154B to 
$1.090B, typifying the trend across free-to-air platforms. 

Equally, Fox Sports is undertaking cost-cutting as the subscription television and associated markets 
in Australia further fragment. Indeed, its decision to launch a sports-dedicated ‘streaming service’, 
Kayo, mirrors the intent of all major players seeking expanded partnerships with streaming services of 
varying description – the recent (Aug 2019) introduction of Disney+ into the market takes the number 
of streaming platforms to nine. 

This is not to paint a negative picture of the next AFL broadcast and digital opportunity. Rather, the 
Taskforce simply highlights that the traditional model, one anchored on free-to-air revenues, is 
evolving at a rate not previously witnessed due to alternative content delivery vehicles and providers. 

A recent interview with retired English Premier League CEO and Executive Chairman Richard 
Scudamore provided insight into a landscape as shifting as it is challenging. Scudamore is credited 
with using media rights revenues to grow the English Premier League (EPL) product into one of the 
world’s most successful sports models. Notably, he is now consulting to Australia’s A League to 
review its leverage in the media landscape. 

Scudamore’s worldview of traditional media’s rapidly changing status is noteworthy in the context of 
the AFL’s current broadcasting arrangements. 

 
17 Adelaide Advertiser, 20 August 2019 
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“I’m excited by it globally ... how that content gets delivered, distributed and monetised 
is a challenge and of course there are various models,” Scudamore said. “The one 
thing about the younger generation, they are engaging more via devices than my 
generation ever did." 18 

 

Clearly, the fight for consumer and advertising revenues, and eyeballs – plus the financial health of 
the major players – is vastly different to that of 2015, when the last AFL broadcast rights deals was 
completed. At the time, AFL Chief Executive Gill McLachlan said that deal would provide financial 
security for clubs and players to “allow future growth and certainty”. 19 

The Taskforce believes that certainty has dissipated, and our understanding that the League is 
seeking an extension of this existing 2022 deal to better clarify this changing landscape only 
reinforces this position. This short-term extension is also seen to be under duress as the existing 
broadcasters seek a longer period of security and certainty. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“A higher proportion of Tasmanian viewers do not have a 
favourite team compared to other states so there is a real 
opportunity to create some tribalism, which is a key to 
broadcasting success.” 

– Peter Tonagh 

Former News Corp Australia and Foxtel Chief Executive  

 

 

 

  

 
18 The Daily Telegraph, 18 November 2019 
19 AFL.com.au, 15 August 2015 
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Other Variables:  

The role of the AFL Players Association (AFLPA): with a ground-breaking Collective Bargaining 
Agreement (CBA) struck on behalf of its player members, the AFLPA ensures approx. 28% of forecast 
football industry revenues are paid to the players (see infographic, below). In line with revenue growth, 
average salary has grown from $309k in 2016 to a projected $389k in 2022. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The AFLPA is a prominent, well-represented and empowered body – notably, it also recently 
negotiated an AFLW CBA to grow women’s football salaries. If revenues are at risk through the 
broadcast landscape, the accompanying subject of a reduction in player salaries may well lead to 
labour unrest. In that context, the addition of approx. 44 senior players into the AFL landscape may or 
may not be matched by equivalent revenue increase. The Taskforce is confident this increase will be a 
licence outcome, but AFLPA concerns that the ‘pie’ is being reduced (i.e. salaries potentially 
decreased) will be a factor. 

While not a stated AFLPA concern, within the football community there also exists a belief that the 
existing talent pool of Australian Rules talent will not sustain a further 44 players added to the elite 
level – i.e. the product will suffer as the talent pool is further pressured. 

While accepted as a concern, this outcome is highly unlikely by 2025. From 2012 (the last time the 
AFL expanded), male AFL participation has grown by more than 50% 20. Some of that talent is likely in 
pathway programs or academies today. By 2025, it will have been 12 years since the last expansion 
and participation based off current trends – even if limited to the ABS 2025 population increase over 
2012, that being 25% - suggests talent is likely to be comparable as a minimum to 2012. (See further 
Section, 4 De-Bunking Myths, page 66) 

 
20 AFL Annual Report 2012 v 2018 
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The growth of women’s football. While clearly a positive in the evolution of Australian Rules, the 
emergence of the VFLW and AFLW adds commercial and facilities pressure to the game. Specifically, 
the Taskforce recognises the increase in women’s participation at junior and elite level, the latter 
culminating in a new Collective Bargaining Agreement being agreed in October 2019. 

This is by any measure a positive and aligns with the Taskforce recommendation that Tasmanian 
VFLW and AFLW teams be introduced as part of our overall Devils Football Club evolution. 

In the meantime, the agreement to play a handful of North Melbourne Kangaroos AFLW matches in 
Tasmania has created a pathway that sees nine Tasmanians in the squad – including three selections 
in the 2019 AFLW Draft. The Kangaroos won games in Launceston and Hobart in 2019, and will again 
play two matches in the State at the same venues in February and March 2020. 

The medium- to long-term aspirational and participation impact will be definitively positive on women’s 
football, the fastest growing Australian Rules sector in the State. 

Yet additional costs are attached to the elite level, currently partially offset by an AFL “Other” 
distribution to AFLW clubs. The costs 
include significant players’ salary increases 
(21% in 2020, followed by 7% in 2021 and 
16% in 2022), with the minimum player 
wage to be $20,239 in 2022, and elite 
players set at $37,155. Equally, an issue 
tabled at during CBA discussions was the 
inferior state of AFLW change rooms at 
some grounds, and the need and cost to 
rectify them. 

As a guide, Melbourne Football Club 
provided disclosure in its Annual Report 
suggesting that an AFLW team in 2018 cost 
it circa $1M per annum. Incremental AFLW 
costs associated with an elite women’s team 
have been included in our financial model. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

The launch of the TSLW 2019 season. Pic: Hobart Mercury. 

Taskforce Assessment 

Football has enjoyed a rich history in Tasmania, playing an integral part in its communities 

and contributing to the national game. Yet the game is under threat – stagnating at best. 

The opportunity to join the AFL and AFLW competitions with no negative impact on their 

existing clubs must be strongly considered to revive and sustain the sport in Tasmania. 
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Section 2: The Imperative
 

A Pathway to Grow the Game, and the State 

 

The Taskforce understands that despite the progress of the 2018 AFL Steering Committee’s 
recommendations, engagement in AFL in Australia’s last ‘500,000+’ market is in decline 21. Further 
and key is our contention that the game itself is at risk, unless a total ‘end-to-end’ approach (i.e. grass 
roots to an AFL team) is a commitment the AFL truly believes in and helps deliver in partnership with 
both the State and public support. 

The popularity or engagement of Australian Rules football has declined in Tasmania over the past 
decade. Male participation has reduced 22, notwithstanding that earlier in this century Tasmania led 
the nation in participation per capita. The Taskforce believes the failed AFL licence bid in 2008 and 
ongoing uncertainty and pessimism surrounding AFL support for the game is a direct influence on this 
trend. 

The State, however, has been outperforming on a number of economic metrics. The Australian 
Bureau of Statistics noted that “Tasmania GSP grew 3.3% (in 2017-18), recording its strongest GSP in 
a decade” 23. More recently, Tasmanian Premier Will Hodgman announced equivalent 2018-19 figures 
that indicated further growth of 3.6%, the State therefore nearly doubling the national GDP growth of 
1.9% 24. This was the first time since the series was first reported (1989) that Tasmania’s economy 
grew the fastest in the nation. 

Notably, it is an increasingly popular tourism destination, with the number of visitors and direct 
spending increasing by 45% and 63% respectively over the past 10 years. These factors, coupled with 
a lower relative cost of living and generally improving economic prosperity, have led to at least four 
Australian sporting leagues considering Tasmania as a viable option for expansion. 

- The National Basketball League has, for instance, been linked to an imminent expansion club 
in Tasmania by declaring “We are on that path and we hope by the end of this year (2019) we 
can announce the team," said Larry Kestelman, the owner of the NBL. 25 

 

- “A-League” football (soccer) is clearly keen to establish a foothold of sorts, with discussions 
on matches being played in Hobart and / or Launceston by new (2019) competition entry, the 
Victorian-based Western United. Equally, there are clearly stated aspirations to expand the 
League to 16 teams (from 12) by approx. 2023. 

Football Federation Australia Chairman, Chris Nikou, said it was an exciting time for football 
and the level of interest in joining the Hyundai A-League from prospective bidders highlighted 
the huge potential for the game in Australia: “An expanded Hyundai A-League will connect 
new communities in our two biggest markets, create new rivalries, bigger television 
audiences, more derbies and importantly, further opportunities for Australian footballers to 
play at the highest level in this country.” 26 

 

 

 
21 Gemba, page 31 
22 Gemba, page 8 
23 5220.0 - Australian National Accounts: State Accounts, 2017-18 
24 http://www.premier.tas.gov.au/releases/tasmanias_economy_leads_the_nation 
25 The Examiner, 05 August, 2019 
26 https://www.a-league.com.au/news/a-league-expansion-bids-teams-announced-revealed 
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Competitive leagues and non-sport options are rising among potential Australian Rules football 
participants, who we know evolve into both talent and future income-generating AFL engaged 
supporters. 

As noted, the AFL 2018 Steering Committee established had a clear vision as to what it wished to 
achieve: 

a. Tasmanian talent competing at every level of the game; 
b. More children – girls and boys – playing our game; 
c. Robust, sustainable community football that Tasmanians can support in their towns and 

regions. 27 

 

One of the key outputs of the review and an underpinning aspiration was the granting of a provisional 
VFL licence for 2021 participation to help build pathways for talent. 

While discussed elsewhere, the Taskforce would like to acknowledge the potential benefits to 
Tasmanian football of this AFL initiative. However, based on the thorough consultations we undertook 
both within the State’s football community and across the broader football industry, we suggest the 
AFL have not been aspirational enough to protect, let alone secure the pre-eminent position of 
Australian Rules Football in Tasmania. 

As the CEO of AFL Tasmania stated recently, upon the introduction of first Tasmanian VFL team, 
“participation took quite a large spike” 28. While unquantifiable but addressed below via precedent, we 
think it inherently reasonable to suggest participation is likely to take an even greater ‘spike’ with the 
introduction of a Tasmanian AFL team. 

It would also seem clear that player aspiration is best served by a locally domiciled AFL team and that, 
above all else, this would offer the best prospect to build volume and the talent pathway to meet the 
Steering Committee’s vision for the State. 

Tasmanian football participation growth (2011-17, 3.8%) continues to lag behind the national average 
(11.8%) 29. Whilst Gemba’s work acknowledges that all sports use differing methodologies for 
classifying and measuring participation, it is apparent that the growth rate of Australian Rules football 
in Tasmania over the same period is half that of cricket at both national and state level. 

 

 

 

  

 
27 Tasmania Football Steering Committee – June 2018 
28 https://www.espn.com.au/afl/story/_/id/27763110/tasmania-afl-push-burning-questions 
29 Gemba, page 23 
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An AFL Licence Drives Engagement and Participation 

 

At the beginning of this century, Tasmania had the highest per capita football participation rate in 
Australia. It has been in decline for some time, and without an AFL team of its own it is projected to fall 
behind other sports before the end of the 2020s. 

There is precedent to support the participation rate impact of a new AFL licence. In early 2007, the 
AFL CEO met with the Gold Coast Mayor Ron Clarke and discussed a team for the Gold Coast. A 
provisional licence was established in March 2009 for a 2011 debut. And in March 2008, the AFL 
gained unanimous support of the 16 clubs for the creation of Greater Western Sydney; the Giants 
entered the competition in 2012. 

 

Table 1: Participation Rates post-AFL Club Launch 30 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
30 Individual annual AFL Census Stats 2001-2018, provided AFL Tasmania 
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The link between announcing an AFL club and participation is quite pronounced. As the table above 
illustrates, the establishment of both the Suns and Giants demonstrated not just a ‘spike’ in 
participation but a groundswell that continued well after their ‘first bounce’, leading to a more than 
doubling of player participation in Australian Rules football, as per Table 1, above. 

In the five years post announcement of the most recently introduced AFL clubs, participation in their 
zones has revealed clear outperformance in terms of relative growth. The Suns have seen 
participation grow at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 20% for their first five years, 
compared with the rest of Queensland at 11% annually and the heartland states at just 4% CAGR. 

Similarly, but even more pronounced, GWS player participation grew 33% per annum for five 
consecutive years post-announcement. The remainder of NSW grew at just 3% and the heartland 
regions 4%. 

While being careful to note that Tasmania is an existing ‘heartland’ and therefore a more mature 
market, it is equally reasonable to note a strong correlation between the granting of a licence and a 
greater than national average increase or, as a minimum, restoration in participation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Fireworks at Blundstone Oval 
herald the first Friday night 
AFL game in Tasmania. Pic: 
Hobart Mercury. 
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Government Investment in the AFL: The Benefit 

 

In 1998, the State Government for the first time entered into a formal process to ‘purchase’ elite level 
AFL content for the State. Three years later, the Government entered into an agreement with the 
Hawthorn Football Club to eventually deliver four AFL fixtures and pre-season games, to be played at 
UTAS Stadium in Launceston. This partnership is currently in its 19th year. 

North Melbourne has a separate sponsorship agreement with TT Line that now sees four Kangaroos 
AFL home AFL games played at Blundstone Oval each year. The investment from TT-Line in this 
partnership is understood to be between $2-3M (NB: this arrangement is commercially in confidence). 
The State Government also has an agreement with North Melbourne to deliver AFLW content to the 
State. North Melbourne AFLW plays two home games in Tasmania per year, in the north and south of 
the State, and delivers a pre-season community camp. 

The Tasmanian Government contractual liability from the agreements with these two teams totals 
approximately $5.5M per year or $7.5 – 8.5M when TT-Line is included. The AFL contract with 
Hawthorn and North Melbourne expires at the end of the 2021 season and the North Melbourne 
AFLW five-year agreement expires in 2023.  

As part of its ongoing review function, the Tasmanian Government commissioned PwC to analyse the 
economic impact of the Hawthorn AFL matches in Tasmania in 2010, 2014 and 2017. The analysis 
from these reports indicates that the Tasmanian Government is achieving value for money for their 
investment. 

These reports indicate that for every $1 invested by the Government on the support of HFC, 
approximately $5 is spent directly in Tasmanian industries such as accommodation, 
hospitality, retail trade and other service industries. This direct spending generates further indirect 
spend on other goods and services in the Tasmanian economy, an increase in Tasmanian Gross 
State Product (GSP) and an increase in employment. 

The direct and indirect impact on GSP (value added to the Tasmanian economy as a result of the 
direct spend) is estimated at an increase of $28 million per annum.  

The PwC analysis also estimates around 130 additional permanent, full-time equivalent jobs are 
created as a direct and indirect impact of the expenditure flowing to Tasmania as a result of the HFC 
AFL games in Launceston.  

In addition, a number of other benefits to Tasmania should be considered, such as community benefit, 
brand exposure for Tasmania, the health and welfare benefits of increased participation in sport, and 
the social and cultural value of having the games played in our State. While a number of these do not 
directly relate to traditional financial return-on-investment benchmarks, they are nevertheless 
important and recognised as genuine benefits by the Tasmanian Government and to the Tasmanian 
community.  

In 2015, the Tasmanian Government partnered with Hobart City Council (HCC) to commission a 
report by the Institute of Project Management (IPM) to understand the socio-economic value of the 
North Melbourne games played at Bellerive Oval in 2014 (two games) and 2015 (three games). The 
report was commissioned to quantify the socio-economic value of the North Melbourne FC 
sponsorship to both the Hobart local government area and the broader community.  

The IPM analysis estimated the direct and indirect value of AFL Games and related activities in 
Greater Hobart in 2015 at approximately $40 million. This figure includes not only the estimated 
direct and indirect spend in the Tasmanian economy as a result of the NMFC matches, but also 
employs economic theories to include the quantified value of physical capital, human capital, social 
capital and symbolic capital increases in Tasmania as a consequence of the games. 
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In 2008, The Gemba Group produced a report presenting Tasmania’s case for a team in the AFL. One 
of the first actions of the Tasmanian AFL Licence Taskforce was to commission Gemba to update this 
report with 2019 data. The 2019 Gemba report includes insights into market size, macro trends in the 
sporting landscape, including consumer engagement with sport and entertainment and elite sporting 
content in the state.  

To support the work of the Taskforce, and to provide insight into their investments in AFL to date, in 
2019 the Tasmanian Government commissioned PwC to revisit their studies on HFC in Tasmania 
alongside the data from the IPM report produced on the North Melbourne games. PwC were asked to 
analyse the data and form a view on the projected total direct contribution of historic AFL games in 
Tasmania for an indicative year, and to extrapolate these figures to estimate the projected impact of 
11 AFL games on direct expenditure in the state.  

The 2019 PwC data is based on assumptions around low, medium and high attendance levels at 
matches, and the percentage of interstate attendees at matches, both variables that have been shown 
to significantly impact the direct expenditure, GSP and employment impact of AFL matches in 
Tasmania. 

PwC attendance figures are based on historical data of actual attendance at matches in Tasmania, 
and estimate low, medium and high attendance as 10,000, 13,500, and 16,000. The figures put 
forward in the Gemba analysis are projected future figures based on their survey of Tasmanian 
sentiment around a Tasmanian AFL team and the number of people who stated in the survey that they 
would attend matches, and they range from 14,170 (low), 18,367 (medium) to 22,109 (high).  

A summary of the direct economic impact of 11 home games of a Tasmanian team, based on 
the figures from the PwC report (see Table 2, below) indicate a level of direct spend of between 
$33.7 million and $72.2 million per year, increase to GSP of between $11.6 million to $24.9 
million, and at least 120 permanent full-time equivalent jobs created.  

When the Gemba attendance figures are analysed through the same model (see Table 3, below), the 
level of direct spend is estimated at between $44.8 and $97.1 million, increase to GSP is between 
$15.4 and $33.5 million, and at least 150 permanent full-time equivalent jobs would be created.  

The non-economic benefits to the state would include community value, broader social outcomes such 
as health and social inclusion, benefits to tourism and raising the brand profile of Tasmania. 

 

Table 2: Estimate of impact of 11 games in Tasmania – PwC figures 

   
Total attendance 

  
Indicator Low Medium High 

In
te
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p
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L
o

w
 Expenditure $33.7M p.a. $44.1M p.a. $51.9M p.a. 

GSP $11.6M p.a. $15.2M p.a. $17.9M p.a. 

Employment 120 jobs 150 jobs 180 jobs 

M
ed

iu
m

 Expenditure $42.3M p.a. $55.6M p.a. $65.5M p.a. 

GSP $14.6M p.a. $19.2M p.a. $22.6M p.a. 

Employment 140 jobs 190 jobs 220 jobs 

H
ig

h
 Expenditure $46.6M p.a. $61.4M p.a. $72.2M p.a. 

GSP $16.0M p.a. $21.2M p.a. $24.9M p.a. 

Employment 160 jobs 210 jobs 250 jobs 
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Table 3: Estimate of impact of 11 games in Tasmania – Gemba figures 

   
Total attendance 

  
Indicator Low Medium High 

In
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p
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w
 Expenditure $44.8M p.a. $56.8M p.a. $69.1M p.a. 

GSP $15.4M p.a. $19.6M p.a. $23.8M p.a. 

Employment 150 jobs 190 jobs 240 jobs 
M

ed
iu

m
 Expenditure $56.8M p.a. $72.1M p.a. $87.8M p.a. 

GSP $19.6M p.a. $24.8M p.a. $30.3M p.a. 

Employment 190 jobs 250 jobs 300 jobs 

H
ig

h
 Expenditure $62.9M p.a. $79.8M p.a. $97.1M p.a. 

GSP $21.7M p.a. $27.5M p.a. $33.5M p.a. 

Employment 220 jobs 270 jobs 330 jobs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Taskforce Assessment 

Taskforce, Gemba and PwC research indicates an AFL licence will drive multi-faceted 

benefits for the people of Tasmania through tourism revenues, job creation, community 

benefit and health and wellbeing projections. 
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Section 3: Critical Success Factors 
 

As per our executive summary, the Taskforce identified core criteria which would support the 
‘debunking’ of those myths undermining Tasmanian capacity to support an AFL licence. We refer to 
these as Critical Success Factors and expand upon the work undertaken in the section that follows. 

 

 

Adding Value to the AFL 
 

Critical Success Factor 1 

A Tasmanian AFL licence must be additive to the Australian Football League and its market 
protection of the game 

 

The Taskforce believes a 19th team, granted via licence to a Tasmanian Football Commission, would 
add value to the current broadcasting arrangements 31.  

All clubs receive a distribution from the broadcasting rights and other AFL income as a result of their 
participation in a competition funded by consumer demand. A 19th team must be able to demonstrate 
that it, too, should receive a share of these rights if in can demonstrate it would add to the revenue 
pool. 

We accept it is not part of our Terms of Reference, nor our skillset to re-construct a 19th team 
competition. This includes whether more or less games or rounds should be considered, or innovative 
scheduling based off other national and international leagues. This is clearly something the AFL is 
qualified and responsible for assessing, though we note the competition has operated with an odd 
number of teams previously (2011-12 and 1991-94). 

The Taskforce does, however, have to understand how a 19th team could work within the current AFL 
competition framework in terms of scheduling and potential content value add. In doing so, we took 
the path of least change or status quo where possible. 

In discussions with the AFLPA, we recognise that less matches per club would be preferable. That 
topic was also discussed between Damien Barrett and Gillon McLachlan, the CEO of the AFL on 26 
August 2019. The outcome of this podcast (“In the Game”) was that the AFL CEO was of the view that 
less games would result in less ratings, less sponsorships and less overall dollars 32. 

The reasonable logic to be extracted is that if less games would likely result in less AFL broadcasting 
revenues, more games should – at the margin at least – result in greater value for media, providing 
premium content can be maintained 33. 

In speaking with broadcasters ‘as background’ only we were advised on the possible value attached to 
the next media rights deal with the AFL. It is reasonable to conclude that there was a balance that 

 
31 This assumes a straight line, like for like, that the additional content provided is equally valued by the AFL and broadcasters. 
32 "So, if that was possible, and it is if, because I don't think it is, you'd certainly look at it. The 'if' in your scenario is pretty hard 
work.". Asked if the AFL was capable of devising a financially creative fixturing model based on fewer, but ultimately higher 
quality, games, McLachlan said: "It's pretty binary, the outcome. If you're a sponsor, you're paying for the 22 rounds and the 22 
matches for that exposure. If you're a member with an 11-game pass … if you get less, you will pay less."… “there is a theory of 
'better', but you are still going to lose on aggregate, attendance, ratings, crowd." 
33 As discussed elsewhere we believe we have demonstrated that the announcement of an AFL provisional licence coupled with 
the pathway work undertaken by AFL Tasmania will have addressed the talent necessary to contribute to the AFL elite player 
ranks.  
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premium sport will continue to drive strong content deals at the one end, to the possibility of disruption 
and new models emerging – for instance streaming providers – that may cause pricing tension at the 
other. Having stated this, no advice provided appeared concerned that the AFL value would be 
materially impacted providing viewership (engagement) levels were maintained. 

 

Can Tasmania add to AFL Engagement and Viewership? 

The competition model we considered ensures that clubs are not required to play any more games 
than currently undertaken, comprising a season of 207 matches containing 22 Home & Away rounds 
each and nine finals games. With Tasmania’s inclusion, an additional 11 games are added to the 
Home & Away season, resulting in a total of 218 scheduled games. 

If the AFL was to experience 11 additional games, it would need to start the season one week earlier 
or utilise the ‘pre-finals bye’ weekend to provide a full nine-game round. The additional two matches 
could be slotted into the mid-season split rounds currently scheduled. Importantly, as noted above, all 
teams would continue to play 22 H&A rounds only, meaning each club would be afforded an additional 
bye during the season. This is something we understand could be of interest to the AFLPA and / or 
AFL clubs. 

While there are many qualitative factors as to how the inclusion of a Tasmanian licence would add 
value to the AFL, it may crucially come down to the question of: “Is there a commercial benefit it can 
deliver to the code?” More importantly, can it demonstrate that its inclusion could actually be self-
funding? 

In this exercise, the existing media rights deal the AFL enjoys ($2.508 billion over a six-year period, 
2017-2022) is examined to see if the inclusion of Tasmania would effectively increase those rights. If 
so, to what possible or reasonable extent? 

The composition and calculation associated with the AFL’s media distribution is clearly commercial in 
nature and not disclosed, but we know on average the current rights generate $418 million per annum. 
In determining how Tasmania might impact the media rights there needs to be a realistic assessment 
of the derivation of the rights in relation to games, rounds and to finals.  

It would not be unreasonable or illogical to assume that the rights are intrinsically correlated to a unit 
of measure that gauges TV ratings or viewership. The AFL Annual Report refers to ‘viewers’ of AFL as 
national average audiences per round or match, in the context of its broadcasting or commercial 
reach. As noted below, over the past six years the AFL’s Home & Away season has seen a national 
average audience of approximately 518,00034 per match across free-to-air and subscription television. 

Its current six-year broadcasting deal provides the AFL $2.5B – in our calculation, approximately. 
$3.49 per “viewer”. Based on a 5.3% increase (11 more Home & Away matches as proposed), this 
additional content on a like-for-like basis generates an additional $19.9M, or 4.8% of broadcast 
potential (see, Table 4, below). Should we discount the future rights by the amount highlighted below 
(being 14.31%) in the table, the resultant incremental content income generated by the AFL is 
$17.07M, which approximates the AFL average distribution made per club in 2018 and sought in our 
Financial Model. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
34 AFL Annual Reports from 2013 – 2018 inclusive 
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Table 4: AFL Broadcasting Rights Scenarios 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It must be acknowledged that the broadcasting rights negotiated by the AFL are not just to fund the 18 
clubs but the AFL itself and its administration of the game nationally. Based on the 2018 season, the 
amount paid to clubs from these distribution rights and other revenues totalled $307M for 18 clubs, 
versus the average combined broadcasting contribution for 2018 of $418M. 

In other words, the total broadcasting revenues are not fully distributed to clubs. It is however 
reasonable to suggest that much of the AFL’s current overhead and funding programs are in fact sunk 
costs as they already include the national management and oversight of Australian Rules Football, 
including AFL Tasmania. Adding an additional team to the competition will likely result in significant 
economies of scale and arguably be highly accretive. 

In modelling the potential straight line, like-for-like broadcast value-add Tasmania might make to the 
AFL, we need be cognisant that potential degradation or regression in the current broadcasting 
arrangements is possible. Further, to address the incremental operational costs a Tasmanian team 
may impose upon the AFL, or to address other unknowns 35, the following table (Table 5) is 
informative in that a 20% decline in anticipated value-add would still generate an additional $15.9M of 
revenue to the AFL.  

 
35 The 2018 AFL Annual Report suggests that the AFLW contributed 2.88M or 2.7% of the 105.88M AFL viewership. If AFLW 
viewership is priced as per AFL per viewer then an approximate 2.7% discount should be applied to the table above Tasmania’s 
contribution 19.9M would reduce to $19.4M  
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Table 5: Aligning overall media rights with Tasmanian AFL Licence Value. 

 

Discount applied to current media rights Value of incremental media rights Tasmania 

0% $19.9M 

(7.5%) $18.4M 

(14.3%) 

“AFL Self-Fund” 
$17.1M 36 

(20%) $15.9M 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
36 Average Distribution paid per AFL Club in 2018. Source: AFL 2018 Annual Report 

Taskforce Assessment 

A Tasmanian team would appear to be able to add content and generate incremental 

revenue in excess of the average distribution it would seek from the AFL. On this basis, a 

Tasmanian team would be accretive to the AFL and, importantly, not need to seek 

subsidisation from the existing 18 clubs, nor impact upon their benefits, regarding annual 

rights distributions. 
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The Funding Question 

 

Critical Success Factor 2 

A Tasmanian AFL licence funding and commercial model is sustainable 

 

The model prepared by the Taskforce suggests that a Tasmanian-based 19th team in the AFL would 
be sustainable providing the Tasmanian Government and AFL were prepared to co-invest in the club. 
In return, both will receive benefit: the AFL via incremental media rights, the clubs via enhanced 
sponsor exposure and the State via GSP including job creation. 

The AFL would need to provide access to the same model of AFL annual distributions that other 
member Clubs currently receive. Elsewhere, we have considered the equity of this and believe a 
Tasmanian licence would add broadcast or content value to the AFL and should therefore justify its 
participation in these distributions. Smaller Clubs in 2018 typically received in excess of $22M – while 
that could be a reasonable request of the AFL in pursuit and support of a Tasmanian licence, we have 
modelled just $17M. 

We chose this amount in an endeavour to provide assurances that the club should be more robust 
financially than either a newly established club or a bottom quartile AFL team, and to ‘incentivise’ the 
AFL to consider a revamp of what it currently states is a competition structure already stressed with 
regard to talent with 18 teams. 

The Government currently funds AFL content in Tasmania by an estimated $7.5-8.5M paid annually 
under contract directly or via a third-party statutory authority. In building our model, we will require the 
State to supplement the ‘missing’ AFL ‘small club’ distribution through the provision of an annual grant 
or fund. 

We have, however, built a model that suggests that the State need invest less than it does today 
($7.3M vs $7.5-8.5M) for additional content (11 versus eight premiership home matches and four 
versus two AFLW home games) and, crucially, inclusion of its ‘own’ team. 

 

Financial Projections and Build 

The Taskforce has developed its own projections based on the early performance of GWS (amongst 
other assumptions) but was generally a ‘bottom up’ build. We also engaged third-party research and 
analysis entity Gemba, a renowned sports consultancy group with a strong understanding and 
reputation for delivering statistical and economic analysis. 

Gemba was tasked with building a second model independently of the Taskforce. This model largely 
operated off AFL Club benchmarked data and was predominately ‘top down’, while still using 
assumptions they felt were appropriate for a Tasmanian-based club. Some crossover was accepted to 
ensure agreement of key drivers to allow for reconciliation. The output provided by the Gemba 
financial analysis is quite reasonable in itself for consideration of likely financial performance, although 
we have used the Taskforce produced model given its relative conservatism.  

Public comments attributed to both senior AFL leadership and several Club Presidents and CEOs 
suggest that somewhere between $45-50M of revenue is required to fund an AFL team as a minimum 
in ‘today’ dollars. The median per AFL club in 2018 was $56M 37. While this indirect advice is 
informative, it is not the appropriate financial methodology of determining the viability or sustainability 
of a 19th team. 

 
37 AFL Annual Report 2018 
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Collingwood, for instance, in 2018 produced $23M of revenue associated with gaming but incurred 
$16M of gaming related costs; Brisbane generated $16M of social club revenues but $13M of costs; 
Richmond sourced $8M from gaming but paid out 90% (or approx. $7M) in costs. This activity results 
in positive but nonetheless low-yielding (10%) contribution to club’s revenues. 

These forms of low margin revenues are atypical of club finances and materially skew average 
revenues per club. Gross revenue therefore should be considered a poor proxy for measuring 
economic success. 

There is only one sound way to substantiate club financial performance: that is to simply 
validate sufficient net revenue contribution to meet the “operational costs of a football club”. 

In analysing the individual 2018 AFL Club Annual Reports, we have determined that the cost to run a 
football club (see, Table 6, below) before contributions from net revenue is relatively tight at between 
$31-32M, including administration, overheads, financing, ‘other expenses’ and amortisation. All other 
costs such as corporate or membership fulfilment, marketing and merchandise are attached to 
contributory revenue streams. 

 

Table 6: AFL Club Operational Costs 
(Note 2 refers to Appendix 7 – AFL Tasmania 2019 Team Budget). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All Amounts in $Mill. Select 

Club Tigers Kangas Lions Power Blues "Average" Taskforce Gemba

Gross Revenue 79.78$   39.62$   55.61$   59.81$   61.63$    59.29$       46.19$     46.87$    

Football Department 27.21     24.64      25.79     25.41      25.44      25.70         26.53       24.59      

Administration / Overhead 4.42       5.88        3.38       4.34        3.84        4.37            4.21         6.02         

"Facilities" 2.19      

Finance Expenses ‐         0.07        0.57       0.41        0.15        0.24           

"Other Expenses" ‐         0.07        1.85       ‐          ‐          0.38            1.00         

Depreciation & Amortisation ‐         0.31        ‐         1.06        1.76        0.63            0.76        

TAS Team ‐ Balance to match "Average" 1.15         

Cost to Fund Football Club before 

Revenue contributions 
33.83   30.95    31.60   31.23    31.19    31.76      32.50     31.76    

Adj Net Income 4.21$   1.54$    0.28‐$   3.18$    0.71$    n/a 3.68$     6.79$    

TAS State Funding Required ‐ to break‐even 7.32         4.21         

TAS State Funding Est today for current HFC+NMFC content 8.00         8.00         

Suggested  underwrite assurance and included in Revenue 11.00$     11.00$    

All numbers sourced from respective 2018 club Annual Report. Club selection from availability of comparative data

See  Appendix for detail.  a $1M charge to attract talent

Tasmania Forecast

THE OPERATIONAL COSTS OF AN AFL CLUB and OTHER SELECTED FINANCIAL DATA IN 2018
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The Taskforce believes it is important to remove this gross revenue ‘debate’ – or dispel its 
importance as a key measure of affordability – given its widespread use amongst the AFL 
leadership and Club Presidents. 

The above extract discloses a reasonable approximation of the “operational costs of a football club”. 
Further, it provides reasonable validation that, given the varied business models in play by AFL Clubs, 
more revenue does not necessitate affordability or profitability: any statement that propagates 
gross revenue as the driver of success is financially flawed. 

It may also be relevant to note that despite devoting more than the ‘average’ football and 
administration costs, Tasmania would be also investing more in its football team than four of the five 
clubs noted above. 

 

Table 7: The Taskforce Financial Model (Extract and Selected Comparative Data). 
Please see Appendix 7 for expanded detail. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Commentary on Financial Model 

 

1. The Taskforce model uses what we consider to be the mid- or base-case (entitled ‘Forecast – 
Taskforce’, above). This was developed by the former Chief Financial Officer of Greater Western 
Sydney and incorporates drivers specific to both Tasmania and the GWS start-up. 

2. It predominately varies from the “Support – Gemba” case in that it has lesser corporate and 
membership-driven revenues. It differs from the “Poor – Taskforce” case in that this scenario is 
based on a mix of Tasmania-specific drivers coupled with the current Tasmanian AFL content 
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(North Melbourne and Hawthorn) attendance, plus local membership volumes and associated 
revenues. 

3. A key to success as presented in this business case has been the access Clubs have to fit-for-
purpose ‘CBD’-like stadiums encapsulated in proximity to entertainment precincts: Adelaide Oval, 
Marvel Stadium, and Optus Stadium have provided material economic benefits to the local Clubs, 
the State football and cricket affiliations, and the AFL. The income benefits associated with an 
equivalent Tasmanian stadium have not been factored into our model. 

4. The “Forecast – Taskforce” financial model stacks up against comparative sized Clubs or 
markets. Gross revenues of $42.5M bettering the average of similar sized clubs of North 
Melbourne, GWS, Brisbane, Gold Coast and St Kilda ($40.7M). The “Forecast – Taskforce” 
operational costs are also reasonable in relation to these clubs. 

If the Tasmanian Government funded up to the levels it does today (circa $8M) for the eight non-
Tasmanian club matches played locally, the Club would have a small net profit buffer or could 
afford additional operational expenditure at levels that surpassed the average of the above 
comparative group, thereby possibly aiding on and off-field performances. 

5. The Taskforce sees Government funding as equating to the shortfall in AFL Distribution versus 
the comparative group. Further, and without consideration of the politics of the decision, funding of 
new Club at the current content outlay today per home game of $1M – as opposed to the $0.7M 
($7.3 over 11 games) noted above would see annual funding by the state of approx. $11M pa – to 
gain an additional three premiership games and two additional AFLW matches.  

This will crucially allow the club to build a corpus of investment or future fund that should allow the 
government over time to extricate itself from funding support.  

It is relevant to note that the establishment of a local club is expected to generate more 
than $110M of direct AFL related expenditure in Tasmania. 

6. While this model presents a steady State position, its achievement or betterment will likely 
correlate to on-field performance, as winning teams tend to gather corporate ‘friends’ and new 
members. 

 

The Taskforce Financial Model Assumptions 

In regards the Taskforce model the key assumptions are: 

1. The ‘Forecasted – Taskforce’ PNL reflects year 1 projections but given the nature of the 
established market it will also approximate steady state expectations. 

2. A ‘bottom up’ build based on a heartland football state (smaller market) club playing in two 
home venues. 

3. All amounts are in 2019 dollars unless stipulated otherwise.  

4. A ‘Poor Case PNL’ scenario was also prepared that reflects the current Hawthorn and North 
Melbourne Tasmanian members (estimates provided by the Clubs), totalling just 17k 
members, and the current combined average home game attendance of 12.1k. 

All other assumptions and drivers mimic the forecasted PNL. It is not discussed further here 
but is in the Sensitivity Analysis section below. 

 

5. The key revenue drivers are: 

 The AFL average distribution (2018) of $17.1M is sought. 
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 The Tasmanian State Government is prepared to fund $7.3M as a minimum 
necessity, but with up to $1M per game (or an additional $3.7M) underpinning 
insurance recommended, totalling up to $11M p.a. 

 Other than memberships and average match attendance, all other material revenues 
are based off the size of the local market and its tested ability to target local and 
mainland brands as sponsors or corporate partners. 

 Membership (38.4k) and average match day attendance (18.4K) drivers are based 
upon consumer research and demand analysis sampling undertaken by Gemba. 
However, revenue attached to membership types and mix is based off formulative 
GWS stages, which is more conservative regarding membership mix and yield than 
those used by Gemba. 

 

6. The key cost drivers are: 

 Costs other than ‘Costs of Sales’ tended to be more easily predicted or assigned 
(e.g. salary caps) and are reflective or consistent with other similar sized AFL clubs. 

 The stadiums are both budgeted on a hire model versus preferable ‘clean stadium’ 
opportunities. 

 The Club is modelled to pay the full salary cap and the Taskforce has included an 
additional $1.0M buffer (or ‘premium’) to attract high calibre administrators. 

 AFLW costs are included in the model; based on 2018 should approximate $1M.  

 VFL and VFLW costs are included in the model and based on 2018 estimated costs. 

 

7. Other key drivers considered: 

 Work undertaken to assess the brand value of a single Tasmanian team and its 
further prospective revenue streams (e.g. branded credit cards, travel or insurances) 
were considered and would in our view add value along with shared facilities or 
administration recharges. These, however, require further validation and have been 
excluded at this stage.  

 

8. Key model risks identified: 

 Steady state would be enhanced or degraded in our view as a result of mid to longer 
term on-field performance. The team would need to negotiate favourable draft 
opportunities and other incentives as secured by AFL establishment clubs to ensure 
its competitiveness. 

 Existing stadiums are unlikely to meet Gemba modelled average attendance. 
Although possibly not ideal, we would however expect – as per GMHBA Stadium 
(Geelong) – there is an opportunity to yield manage to attain approximate budgeted 
revenue. 

 We have not considered the impact of the AFL relocating an existing club to 
Tasmania. 

 Most relevantly: The State is required under these models to be prepared to 
underwrite or provide long-term financial support and possibly support infrastructure 
capital to a local AFL club. 
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AFL Distributions 

All Clubs receive a distribution from the broadcasting rights and other AFL income as a result of their 
participation in a competition funded by consumer demand. A 19th team must be able to demonstrate 
that it, too, should receive a share of these rights if it can demonstrate it would add to the revenue 
pool. 

We believe that the additional 11 matches required to allow for a 19th team to maintain the current 22 
full rounds adds content and value to the AFL and broadcasters. Consequently, the model both the 
Taskforce and Gemba produced seeks the AFL ‘average’ level of distribution. 

We would seek the average distribution for two primary reasons: 

1. A licence will add value to the AFL (broadcast rights increment) and the objective of the AFL 
funding model is to promote competitive equity. Every club operates on a relatively even 
basis, both on-field and off-field, regardless of their revenue-raising abilities. The upper 
quartile AFL distribution tends to be delivered to the newer establishment clubs or those that 
have inadequate internal commercial or other funding. 

Tasmania does not need to be a subsidised club based off the modelling undertaken. If the 
Government is prepared to underwrite the Club as recommended, and the broadcast analysis 
approximates reality, it would seem reasonable that the AFL Distribution should be no less 
than the average or median. 

2. Further and subject to negotiation the State could set out a case for obtaining an upper 
quartile level of distribution if the commitment or underwrite modelled shelters the AFL from 
an ‘establishment club’ level of distribution. 

 

State Government underpinning of the business case is required 

The request for Government funding of the AFL club is not unique in Australia and is based on our 
belief that the AFL is unlikely to support the implementation of another club that seeks the upper 
quartile of support. 

A maximum 10-year commitment could be considered as it would be highly likely that the AFL would 
use a stable Tasmanian club incorporated into the League to consider a further review of the 
competition. This business case gives the AFL time to consider options to improve its own finances 
through restructuring, merging, adding a 20th club or possibly exiting a poorer, financially dependent 
team. 

It is fundamental to this business case that the Taskforce can assume that the State will agree that the 
economic upside for Tasmania both as calculated by PwC and the relative GSP benefit to the current 
Hawthorn and North Melbourne intra-state AFL content warrants the forecast investment as a 
minimum undertaking. Through our discussions with AFL leadership and Clubs, it is clear that they are 
concerned about the viability of a 19th team and its potential ‘drag’ or exposure on the AFL. The Clubs 
in particular will unlikely vote in support of a new team without assurances it will not be subsidised at 
the expense of their current AFL distributions.  

We have previously raised with the Government and Opposition that it is our view that the best 
opportunity to engage and obtain access to the AFL would be if the State saw merit and value in 
issuing a letter of support for the mid- to long-term by way of an annual funding grant to underpin and 
mitigate risk in the forecasted PNL of up to $12M. Subsequently, to match the investment the State 
makes per existing content of $1M per premiership game (including two AFLW matches), we have 
recommended $11M as a maximum likely required, whilst suggesting $7.3M is the more likely 
requirement per the Taskforce’s forecasted PNL. 
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At this level we believe the AFL sees its financial exposure to a Tasmanian team limited to its average 
distribution. The below is our understanding of the funding in place today and how it might look with a 
local AFL club in future: 

 Current AFL content ‘Funding’ approximates $8M for 8 home games or $1.0M per match. 

 The forecasted PNL predicts funding of $7.3M for 11 home games or $0.67M per match. 

 The forecasted PNL adjusted to seek up to $11M for 11 home games or $1.0M per match. 

 

Sensitivities to the Taskforce ‘Forecasted PNL’ model. 

The model as prepared appears to be consistent with other smaller AFL club’s financials, as noted 
above. Being a new Club, it may build to the estimates provide slower (or faster) than planned or the 
absence of on-field success could result in an impact to key revenue drivers. 

Below, we provide some sensitivity around the key variables that could impact forecasted outcomes.  

 

Sensitivity Scenarios Impact to Net Profit / (Loss) 

Sponsorship Revenue $6.4M – if up or down by $1m or 
15% after fulfillment sees a contribution increase / 
(reduction) of: 

+$0.7M - ($0.7M) 

If Corporate hospitality of $2.4M up or down by 25%, 
contribution is affected by: +$0.3M - ($0.3M) 

If 38.4k Memberships were down by 25% then its impact 
would be: 

(1.0M) 

If the forecast model was used but adjusted for the 
combined Hawthorn and North Melbourne Tasmanian 
memberships @ 17K, and average game-day attendances 
of 12.1k per game instead of Team Tasmania drivers: 

 
 

(2.8M) 

If the ‘Premium’ expense forecasted for attracting higher 
than average AFL Administrators was removed: 

+$1.0M 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Taskforce Assessment 

Based on Taskforce modelling across multiple scenarios using accepted benchmark data, 

a Tasmanian AFL member Club is undeniably sustainable as a mid-contribution level from 

the League and State Government. 
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The Stadium Question 
 

Critical Success Factor 3 

The Stadia: Appropriate Infrastructure and Addressing Capital Requirements 

 

 Establishment Capital – $10-15M  

 High Performance player facilities – $25-30M 

 Stadium upgrade to 27,500 capacity – $80M + 

 A new, clean 27,000-seat Stadium – circa $300M 

 The Club should work towards a Future Fund – more than $50M 

 

Subject to the model pursued, a Tasmanian Football Club Limited would be established, and a 
provisional licence granted, ideally, three or more years prior to competition entry. Given the 
uncertainty around timing, the Taskforce believes that it is still premature to recommend where these 
facilities should be specifically located, and the team centred but based on discussions with the 
AFLPA, the Tasmanian football community and the AFL itself, would suggest Hobart. 

In terms of the key drivers around team location it should be reconsidered to centre around player 
attraction and retention, the availability of partner jobs, schools and general demographics. It is highly 
likely the majority of the playing roster will be from interstate and so air links and general access for 
partners, families and friends were also assessed. These criteria suggested that, while Hobart was 
logical today, the final decision could wait and be reassessed upon the granting of a future provisional 
licence.  

Relevantly, the Taskforce is unified in recommending that games would need be played in Launceston 
and Hobart in order to maximise unity, its membership base and overall the club’s commercial 
potential. 

Establishment funding would be required for pre-operational purposes to create the fans-based club, 
including key appointments, offices and governance structures. Over the pre-competition period it is 
estimated that Government or the AFL would need to inject preliminary funding in the range of $10-
15M. This quantum would be staged from three years prior to the inaugural season to see the 
organisation through to generating net positive cash flows concurrent with advance income from 
corporates, new members or other inaugural benefactors. 

Identification of an experienced CEO and CFO will be priorities during start-up to obtain seed funding 
and develop financial strategies to take advantage of the halo of interest that no doubt will shadow a 
new Tasmanian team in the period to its ‘first bounce’. Equally, a Commercial Director will be required 
to pursue these strategies to obtain corporate, foundation or other revenue prospects. 

In addition, as a minimum, a Tasmanian team will require access to high performance and other 
training facilities and AFL standard stadium (or stadia) capable of meeting anticipated and budgeted 
demand. 

As part of our consultation, Taskforce members met with Tasmanian Senator Richard Colbeck (LIB), 
the Federal Minister for Youth and Sport, in relation to future funding of facilities in relation to potential 
AFL facilities in Hobart and / or Launceston. Senator Colbeck indicated that University of Tasmania 
(UTAS) plans to relocate the Sandy Bay campus into the Hobart CBD may open a door to discussions 
for use of the vacated premises. 
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Any use of existing premises would align with UTAS funding requests in that it would match 
Government preference for use by multiple organisations (i.e. UTAS and TFCL). 

Taskforce members then met with UTAS Vice Chancellor Rufus Black, who indicated a high degree of 
enthusiasm about a conceptual partnership between Government, UTAS and an AFL entity (NB: VC 
Black has previous experience with AFL Club the Western Bulldogs during his tenure as Deputy 
Chancellor of Victoria University, a partnership which featured educational, community, sponsorship 
and facility sharing relationships).  

The Taskforce would encourage further development of this concept, which remains dependent on 
UTAS progress towards a campus relocation. 

We understand via discussions with the AFLPA, the AFL and various AFL CEOs that high 
performance facilities can be a differentiator when it comes to player attraction. Conversely, poor or 
inadequate premises will not motivate or retain them (the worth of these facilities is expanded upon in 
the ‘DNA’ section of this document). 

We understand that, by using GWS as a best-practice model, a Tasmanian AFL club should expect to 
have to raise, finance or be provided facilities valued at around $25-30M in 2019 dollars, unless an 
opportunity presents to share such assets with Cricket Tasmania (CT) or other sports. Limited 
discussion with CT has shown preliminary interest in exploring such opportunities. 

Tasmania’s AFL stadia are satisfactory or ‘fit for purpose’ and likely to remain so while the current 
content of AFL football persists. The work the Taskforce undertook demonstrates that, should 
Tasmania be granted a licence, the current capacities of the State’s two AFL grounds would not likely 
satiate anticipated demand unless potentially aggressive dynamic pricing or yield management 
strategies were deployed. 

Furthermore, by 2025 the standard of the existing facilities would need to be upgraded to merely 
maintain required standards let alone drive demand by providing amenities that not just allow access 
to the match but generate valuable ancillary revenues. 

Finally, the Taskforce considered all options to enhance the appeal of a Tasmanian team being a 
desirous addition to not just the AFL but the football-supporting public. We therefore considered the 
merits to the club, game and possibly the State should a new purpose built ‘state of the art facility’ be 
developed in the State. 

 

Why are stadia relevant? 

It is the view of the Taskforce that, irrespective of a Tasmanian AFL team, the quality of the State’s 
stadiums is strategically important. 

In September 2019, the NSW Government presented the ‘Final Business Case’ 38 for the 
redevelopment of Stadium Australia, located within the Sydney Olympic Park precinct. It was in 
response to the development of Adelaide Oval 39 and Perth’s new Optus Stadium, and following on 
from Victoria releasing in 2018 its Major Stadia Strategy. 

NSW determined that without an upgrade to this key asset, Stadium Australia is likely to become less 
attractive to fans and promoters versus other options. They believed that any loss of key events would 
have a material impact on the Stadium’s revenue, reduce the economic benefit that flows from visitors 
to the State and impact Sydney’s brand as a major events destination. 

The Final Business Case further determined that “events hosted at Stadium Australia create economic 
activity through ticket sales, television and broadcast rights, advertising, sponsorship and the sale of 

 
38 Final Business Case Summary Stadium Australia, September 2019 
39 See Adelaide Oval Redevelopment – A Case Study (Appendix 8). 
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merchandise. This boosts the economy by contributing directly to output, to Gross Domestic Product 
and by providing employment opportunities for the local community. 

“Sporting and entertainment events, particularly major events, also increase intrastate, interstate and 
international tourism. Events can attract visitors to NSW, and this promotes activity in tourism related 
industries such as accommodation, cafes and restaurants, retail and transport. The benefits of the 
visitor economy are significant, and all states compete strongly to attract and retain major events”. 

The Taskforce is largely concerned with a business case that leads to an AFL licence and our work is 
not determined nor dependent upon a major upgrade or new stadium requirement. We do, however, 
raise quality of infrastructure as an opportunity to maximise the economics of the business case. 

In simplistic terms: a better product will attract a premium of more and higher paying supporters. 

 

Stadium Status Quo 

Tasmanian stadia appear to be right-sized for the AFL content currently scheduled in the state. 
Support for North Melbourne and Hawthorn peaked during the early years of their Tasmanian 
presence, though levels have since eroded. Peak support for Hawthorn occurred in 2014, while North 
was 2012. Against a backdrop of declining engagement or active support 40 for the Hawthorn and 
North Melbourne-based football clubs, the existing AFL approved facilities will likely continue to be 
adequate assuming they continue to maintain their relevance to AFL standards. 

 

Tasmanian AFL Inclusion will warrant a re-think on existing Stadia. 

The combined Tasmanian memberships for the two Melbourne-based clubs playing regular fixtures in 
the state (Hawthorn and North Melbourne) for season 2019 are estimated to be approx. 17,000. 
Choice modelling undertaken by Gemba suggests that a new Tasmanian AFL team within its first year 
would see a more than doubling of these local memberships to a base case of 38,000 members 41. 

These additional members would see anticipated average attendances over 11 home games 
approximate 18,400 per match. At these levels – and given the current ground capacities of 
Blundstone Arena and UTAS Stadiums, the average attendance modelled could not be met without at 
least one or more likely both stadiums undertake an upgrade to provide additional seat capacities, 
enhanced amenities and improved transport options. 

The sole alternatively identified was demand being suppressed by yield through dynamic or 
discriminatory pricing. 

While we did not set out to model or review the individual optimum economic capacity for the existing 
state AFL stadiums, we identified that on our base case assumptions the club would require home 
grounds with at least one capable of entertaining approximately 27,500 patrons 42. 

The capital required to meet the modelled demand is difficult to predict, particularly given it would be a 
re-development compared with a new build. Recent new build stadiums in Australia, for instance, 
approximate $10,000 - $12,000 per seat 43. In discussions with Stephen McMullen, General Manager 
Blundstone Arena, it was acknowledged that the Gemba documented capacity would be a challenge 
for this venue. Work has been considered previously to grow the stadium capacity to 22-22.5k and 
adding an adjacent ferry facility to aid traffic flows given it is a ‘land locked’, challenging transport 
environment. 

 
40 Gemba, page 31 
41 Gemba, page 50 
42 Gemba, page 40 
43 Western Sydney Stadium 30,000 seat and $360M, NSW Office of Sport opened April 2019; Nth Qld Stadium 25,000 and 
$300M, Nine.com.au opened March 2020.  
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The investment required was loosely estimated by Mr. McMullen but consistent with our other advice 
that circa $100M would be required. The new Stadium Australia, at Homebush in NSW, is budgeted to 
come in at less than this range but given the final price uncertainty has not been considered. 

Based on meetings and other interviews we have undertaken with UTAS Stadium management it 
would suggest to the Taskforce that Launceston has greater opportunity to provide an upgraded 
stadium to meet anticipated demand for ‘blockbuster’ matches. Current AFL scheduling, unlike the 
present content arrangements, would see the larger crowd (local and interstate) attracting clubs such 
as Collingwood and Richmond playing in the State every second year, in Launceston. 

This leads us to suggest – while acknowledging a separate investigation is required – that 
economically UTAS Stadium may be best placed for upgrade, including its seating capacity to host the 
major drawing interstate clubs and their supporters. Without an upgrade, Blundstone Arena’s existing 
capacity (approx. 13,000 seats and general admission area of circa 6,000 standing room) would be 
financially impactful on the club and possibly the Tasmanian economy given the level of reserved 
seating required to service the club’s anticipated membership. This in turn would leave minimal 
access opportunities for a travelling supporter of mainland clubs, in turn impeding that economic 
benefit. 

 

A New Build Option 

In its endeavour to ensure all options were presented to meet the Terms of Reference, the Taskforce 
considered the merits of a ‘clean sheet’, roofed stadium. This would require a separate economic and 
qualitative investigation beyond our scope. 

Within Australia, it is not commercially feasible to operate major sports facilities to recover the cost of 
capital and to generate a return on investment 44. Public funding would therefore be necessary and 
adjudged against the economic state stimulus and other benefits. Our review focus seeks to appraise 
the benefits to a Tasmanian club of having access a new, best practice AFL stadium. 

For the foreseeable future, Tasmania lacks regional equivalency in comparison to the other five 
mainland states and lacks relative ability to fund the necessary investment to participate at the 
national league level. A Federally supported ‘regional’ stadium that allows for diverse sports including 
A-League, AFL, and NBL, and supported by year-round events and conferences, would offer a level 
playing field for those living in the State. It is notable that Townsville's new $300M stadium, funded by 
both the Queensland and Federal Governments, is a possible precedent. 

While the modelling undertaken does not necessitate a new stadium, we believe we can demonstrate 
that it would provide a demand premium to the Business Case that would help underpin the 
sustainable financial viability of the club. For instance, since Adelaide Oval has been redeveloped, 
average home game attendance for AFL matches has risen by 30% (to 47,200). Crows’ memberships 
post-redevelopment have risen by 10,000. 

Similarly, two seasons into the opening of Optus Stadium in Perth, the Eagles’ average home 
attendance has risen from 37,000 to 56,000 (50%) per match. Concurrently, memberships have risen 
by approx. 25,000.45 

Additionally, as an example, the State of South Australia is generating in excess of $330 million every 
year in economic stimulus and is helping Adelaide project itself as an international destination for the 
key event market. 

For more information, including the economic and tourism impacts generated, refer to Appendix 3. 

 

 
44 Stadium Taskforce Report, 28 November 2018 – Queensland Government, page 36 
45 Gemba, page 39 
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A Way Forward 

All mainland states have articulated their stadium strategies over the past decade in an increasingly 
competitive environment. 

The NSW process arguably best encapsulates a common outcome: without a re-think and potential 
subsequent investment, the State is likely to see a reduced event calendar given the new multi-use 
developments that have taken place in South Australia, Western Australia and in Queensland’s 
regional ‘capital’, Townsville, with its stadium opening in April 2020. 

Plus, Melbourne remains the ‘home of sport’ in Australia and its events and stadia strategies reflect 
and underpin this dominant positioning, driven in no small part by way of the inner-city CBD locales of 
its key event infrastructure. These are headlined by Rod Laver Arena, Melbourne Arena, AAMI Park, 
Marvel Stadium and of course the MCG. Linked to these world class facilities that host AFL Grand 
Finals, the Australian Open, NRL State of Origin matches and even EPL champions Liverpool, is the 
adjacent Melbourne Conference and Convention Centre. 

As stated, we have sought to model what a new, central CBD roofed stadium would do the economics 
of a Tasmanian-based AFL team. In short, it would likely motivate the AFL to issue a provisional 
licence. 

As evidenced from our discussions, the AFL – and the accompanying bench-marking data provided to 
us – demonstrably recognises the financial business case for stadia. In simple terms, a Tasmanian 
team playing in an Adelaide Oval equivalency would neither be a burden on the AFL nor the State: it 
would be self-sufficient. Arguably, $300M for self-determination for the granting of a 19th licence is 
potentially an ‘over-indulgence’, which is why the Taskforce has endeavoured to build a case that 
seeks considerably less of the state. While we believe we can reveal a strong case for Tasmanian 
inclusion in the AFL, this would be a silver bullet.  

The Taskforce has consulted with the Tasmanian leaders in the football community, business, other 
national sports, architects, plus stadium owners, operators and planners. We have spoken and been 
provided advice from global stadia experts and considered the ‘new builds’ in Australia. 

The question consistently raised is the location of a new build if considered. The Taskforce briefly 
considered this concept during our review before returning to our Terms of Reference. However, our 
understanding of the likely economic merits and equity for Tasmania arising from a new build requires 
us to note this thinking as a recommendation for proper validation. 

 

Taskforce Outcomes 

Our stadium approach is underpinned by the retention of matches in the north and south of the State. 
We are firmly of the view that, to Hobart’s detriment, Blundstone Arena is likely to be sub-optimal for a 
Tasmanian AFL side to play the stronger drawing mainland teams. Subject to a Stadium review we 
see an optimal opportunity whereby UTAS Stadium is upgraded to a capacity of approx. 27,500 
patrons in line with the Gemba report. 

For the first 5-7 seasons this would the ‘home’ of the proposed Club’s key football opportunities. 
Blundstone Arena would play a support role in this activity while a new, boutique Hobart CBD national 
stadium concept was delivered. Once ‘live’, the two regions would have high quality assets and vie for 
the biggest matches based simply and rationally upon supporter demand and club revenue potential. 

As it stands today, on current market and football demographics we see no reason to assume that 
each city won’t be equally competitive. 

During our review the following was provided to the Taskforce with regard to a Hobart new 
build at Macquarie Point or similar: 
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1. A 27,000 seated roofed ‘Stadium Tasmania’ was considered, which still left space for other 
activities or community projects. Conceptual designs included herein allow for multipurpose 
operations including A-League, corporate events and concerts. 

2. 90% of Hobart hotel stock is situated within a 15-minute walk of the Macquarie Point location. 

3. The land is zoned ‘Industrial’ thereby allowing for concerts or other events that are unlikely to 
be problematic for residents. 

4. It is on a deep-water access port allowing ferry transport services along the Derwent River. 

5. It is situated as per Adelaide Oval – i.e. in the heart of a restaurant and entertainment district. 

6. It is well served by three main arterial road networks. 

7. Townsville was budgeted at $250M but via contingencies will result in a $300m outlay – 50% 
State, 50% Federal. The Macquarie Point precinct may require the relocation of up to $120M 
of outlay on the sewage plant, although we are advised this could remain if a stadium was 
built, allowing the net cost of a stadium to be materially lowered. 

8. The economics of the South Australian experience indicates an additional $330M in economic 
GSP annually. The stadium trust operates at a surplus, paying into a sink fund to ensure the 
state maintains its investment as a minimum. 

9. The public demand and product premiums attached to Adelaide Oval (pictured below) versus 
Football Park (or indeed the ‘old’ Adelaide Oval) have been eclipsed in terms of financial 
outperformance for the AFL and Cricket hirers, but importantly the public in particular. The 
Stadium is an internationally recognised brand attached to South Australia. 

 

 

The Taskforce therefore recommends and would strongly endorse a financial review to determine a 
stadia strategy for Tasmania, including high performance facilities. As a minimum, it needs to validate 
the economic modelling provided by Gemba given indications that the current arrangements will not, 
for example, meet the business case objectives in 2025. 

Furthermore, we see an opportunity where both major regions of the State could benefit from 
economic stimulus associated with development of a joint Federal / Tasmania-funded Stadium in 
Hobart while ensuring Launceston secures enhanced facilities and positioning in this optimal north 
south proposal. 

The Adelaide Oval development has driven increased spectator amenity, significant economic GSP benefit 
and delivered a premium, inner city feel to the AFL product. 
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Future Fund 

The model we have produced does not necessarily expect surplus funds sufficient to enable a Future 
Fund. The club like most establishment clubs would require AFL, government or other under-pinning. 
The AFL’s most financially successful and well managed clubs have over time developed asset bases 
or a corpus of investment funds that not only provide distributions to annual revenues but provide 
insurance for leaner times. A Tasmanian club will likely have minimal access to such capital in the 
early years; but as it transitions from government backing to one of self-sustainability and profitability it 
should seek to distribute surplus funding to a capital reserve. Obviously the more successful the club 
is the more likely it will grow support and therefore monetisation through greater membership, 
corporate seeking alignment and of course higher match fees and retail. 

 

“If we want world class teams to play here, we should have a world class stadium. 
World class stadiums don’t belong in the suburbs. I don’t think expanding both 
Blundstone Arena or UTAS Stadium is a good long-term strategy. Congestion, car 
parking and noise are already issues which impact both spectators and residents. Like 
Adelaide Cricket Ground or the MCG, a world class inner-city stadium is far a better 
proposition. 

“It turns a night out at the footy into a ‘night out’. Football becomes one part of the 
evening’s entertainment. Spectators will make better use of public transport hubs, 
including the proposed light rail, in venturing into the CBD for pre or post-game meals 
or bars and other activities.” 

 

– Scott Verdouw, Director of nationally recognised Jaws Architects, who have provided conceptual 
and thought leadership on a Macquarie point stadium.  

Conceptual options have been provided by Jaws Architects in Appendix 9 – this includes positioning 
of concept stadium in a number of Tasmanian locations – and Don Gallagher Constructions in 
collaboration with Cox Architecture in Appendix 10. Extracts from both have been provided on the 
following page. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Taskforce Assessment 

Current venue capacity status is insufficient to support the required model of success for a 

sustainable Tasmanian AFL Licence. Stadia investment will demand a critical commitment 

from Federal and State Government to provide world class facilities for playing, attendance 

and broadcast standards. 
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Drawings extracted from Jaws Architects’ conceptual drawings (above, below) for a new multi-purpose stadium. 

Drawings extracted from Don 
Gallagher Constructions & Cox 
Architecture’s conceptual drawings 
for a new multi-purpose stadium at 
Macquarie Point, Hobart. 
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A Timely Introduction: The Football Club 
 

Critical Success Factor 4 

All parties accept that a phased approach to build this team ‘from the ground up’ offers a 
sustainable long-term outcome founded on knowledge and patience. 

 

A core recommendation of the Taskforce is that not only should a timeline for success be established, 
but a definition of ‘what success looks like’ at any given moment along that timeline be clearly outlined 
and shared with all stakeholders. 

Much of this success will return to the creation of a football club, and establishment of personnel, 
values and structure to optimise the chances for that successful model. 

This roadmap should be designed to ensure timelines for community and corporate support align with 
business plan levers (membership, sponsorship, facilities, etc), while putting Club cultural pillars in 
place. Within this process, lessons from previous AFL licence introduction should be assessed / 
implemented, returning to this emphasis on timelines and management expectations. 

 

This is about awareness: where you are at in your football cycle, and where you 
need to get to. For me, I thought I was playing at a reasonable level in local junior 
footy, then when Tasmania secured a TAC Cup team for the first time, the 
Mariners, it gave us all a carrot. We played the first year and we got hammered, but 
in the next few years we became really competitive ... the problem had been we 
just didn't know what we didn’t know, but we had a ‘chase’ mentality. That was the 
same with the Devils in the VFL – initially no good but then highly competitive. 

The key was understanding where we stood. Not always accepting it but working to 
that next level. 

You need to keep equilibrium: not getting too high when you win and too low 
when you lose. The only way you can do that is when you’ve got a clear knowledge 
of where your club is at in its development phase. If that’s blurry, or poorly 
communicated, that’s when the anxiety builds. 

– Brendan Bolton, Brendon Bolton, former Carlton AFL senior coach, Tasmanian 
Football Hall of Fame inductee. 

Source: DNA of a Football Club, Appendix 11. 

-  

 

The Hawthorn and North Melbourne question 

In keeping with the Taskforce’s proposed timeline, the incumbent Tasmanian Government 
arrangements with the Kangaroos and Hawks should run their course to completion (end of season 
2021). However, research indicates interest and support for both teams has fallen over the last five 
years among Tasmanians. 

It is notable that, from an AFL perspective, as a promotional vehicle the agreements with these two 
clubs has not been impactful. From Gemba research: “Tasmanians have failed to engage significantly 
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with teams domiciling their games out of Launceston and Hobart with the number of Tasmanians that 
don’t support a team more than doubling over the last decade from 22% to 48%”. 46 

In North Melbourne’s case, this decline is traced from a peak of being recognised Statewide as the 
favourite AFL team among Tasmanians (2012, approx. 7.5%) to a decline in 2019 of approx. 1%. 
Hawthorn’s decline is not as severe, though noted: from 14% in 2014, to 8% in 2019. 47 

In contrast, the same research projects the creation of a Tasmanian Football Club AFL program as 
generating the following outcomes (Gemba): 

- Incremental game attendance: 62% of Tasmanians (16-65) say they will attend more games 

- Incremental viewership: 36% of Tasmanians (16-65) would watch more games on TV 

Development of an exit strategy to deny extension of these agreements will be a pivotal determination 
in the growth of public support for an AFL licence, and – as noted elsewhere – allow re-direction of 
Government / AFL funds to assist the underwriting of the proposed Tasmanian Devils pathway. 

 

The reintroduction of a Tasmanian VFL side 

The work the Taskforce undertook considered the introduction of a VFL team and its impact – both 
positive and negative – on leading to an AFL licence. We did not set out nor considered ourselves 
qualified to address the work undertaken by the AFL Steering Committee (2018). 

For the health of the game and pathway development, a VFL team is an imperative but it must be 
successful. Sentiment and a small number of unmitigated risks provided by the football community 
deserve disclosure as part of this review. 

Those concerns are aptly summarised in Darryn Perry’s opinion piece quoted earlier. Among Perry’s 
first-person observations of the state of the game was a pertinent reminder that any commitment to re-
develop a VFL program must be taken with the broader interests of the game in mind: “There is now 
talk about a VFL side as the game changer. A VFL team will further dilute participation, local interest, 
and financial resources, and could sink marginal clubs just hanging on in local competitions.” 

As Perry further outlines, Statewide league clubs utilise the same competitive model as those of 
WAFL, SANFL and VFL teams, with AFL support accounting for just over 20% of revenues; however, 
Perry believes the false economy of aligning those larger metropolitan leagues with the Tasmanian 
clubs means the financial health of Statewide clubs remains parlous at best, a reflection of the State 
football’s broader commercial concerns. 

That article and the consultation we undertook with the football community confirms that a VFL 
team without a defined prospect of an AFL team may well struggle to gain support. The below 
risks identified to the Taskforce could not be adequately addressed and should be provided to the AFL 
for further consideration or clarification. It is noted that the AFL may well have identified and resolved 
these issues during their subsequent consultation with the Tasmanian community and league football: 

 

a. How will this next edition VFL team be different to the last time Tasmania was included? 
b. How sustainable will this team be and at what cost to Tasmanian football generally, if it 

struggles to be competitive in what is essentially an AFL reserves competition? 
c. Is a successful VFL team one of the keys to an AFL licence and if so what does success look 

like. More relevantly, why was this not a requirement for any other expansion team? 

 

 
46 Gemba, page 31 
47 Gemba, page 31 
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It is important to note that the above concerns were not necessarily shared by the Taskforce. 

However, it would be expected that the AFL would have learnt much from the 2001-08 Tasmanian 
Devils campaign when looking to re-establish VFL in the State in 2021. We therefore express 
concern that another VFL licence, without a timeline or indeed plan to issue an AFL licence, could be 
cynically perceived – at least initially – by the Tasmanian public. Nor should we expect to see levels 
of engagement higher than occurred during the 2001-08 Tasmanian Devils VFL team, and thus we 
reiterate a position of no Government funding for an VFL Licence unless it accompanies a provisional 
AFL licence. 

 

 

The Right People 

The Taskforce has considered the precedent and learnings of the most recent new entrants to the 
AFL – Gold Coast and Greater Western Sydney – and consulted with experienced clubs on their 
process and critical factors for establishing a strong, stable and successful football environment 
across a range of metrics. 

Learnings have been informative, through consultation with: 

- Club formation diaries and meetings with key personnel at both clubs: Tony Cochrane (Gold 
Coast Suns Chairman), Mark Evans (Gold Coast Suns CEO), Guy McKenna (inaugural 
coach), and Paul Eriksson (Former CFO GWS Giants). 

 

- Direct consultation with established clubs such as Hawthorn and North Melbourne via face-to-
face meetings and information exchange on what constitutes good governance and process. 
This included Jeff Kennett (President Hawthorn Football Club), Justin Reeves (CEO Hawthorn 
Football Club), Ben Buckley (Chairman North Melbourne FC), and Carl Dilena (former CEO 
North Melbourne FC). 

 

It is a clear takeaway that a strong, independent board and senior management team is a key element 
and a significant determinant in the successful establishment of a new football club. 

This statement is true for both the initial Tasmanian Football Club Board and management team that 
will have responsibility for delivering the AFL licence and the responsibility for establishing the team 
and Club itself to successfully compete in the AFL and AFLW. 

It also applies to the men and women tasked with managing the roadmap outlined from page 15. 

The most readily available models for success or otherwise sits in the Gold Coast Suns and Greater 
Western Sydney models; initial key appointments are revealing. 

Greater Western Sydney installed: 

- A chairman who had “best practice” networks with corporate Australia and Government at all 
levels and an impeccable governance track record: Tony Shephard 

- A CEO of the highest calibre to unify stakeholder expectations and remain undaunted by the 
task and skilled in relationship building: David Mathews 

- A coach who was arguably the highest profile available entity and who played the role of 
salesman as well as coach, and had experienced but contemporary direct support: Kevin 
Sheedy 

From this expertise emerged factors which are today recognised as key elements in the sustained 
success of the Giants, culminating in their progression to the 2019 Grand Final. While their growth 
was not entirely linear, from their inception season of 2012 they won 2, 1, 6 and 11 games per 
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season, then secured a finals berth with 16 wins in 2016. They have returned to the finals each 
season since, averaging 14 wins per year and winning five finals in the process. 

Insiders at GWS credit a focus on culture as critical in surviving those early years of struggle: the 
Giants sought to create a ‘US college’ campus environment, establishing accommodation and support 
facilities at Breakfast Point for their young and talented list on the Parramatta River in inner western 
Sydney. The team lived, trained, played and socialised together, with each multi-bedroom apartment 
including at least one older player or staff member to provide stability and guidance to the young 
players. 

In contrast, the Gold Coast Suns utilised 23 ‘host’ families to whom players were billeted, a more 
traditional initial arrangement for interstate players but – in hindsight – not an ideal configuration in 
search of team bonding. 

In football terms, Suns coach Guy McKenna was a debutant coach (he was removed after four 
seasons). McKenna’s belief is that, while an entire Club must be responsible for its success via holistic 
accountability, the ‘core business’ of each department must remain its focus. Equally, a unified and 
clearly stated purpose must be installed and supported from day one, driven as a top down model (i.e. 
it begins with the President). 

In that context, Hawthorn President Jeff Kennett provided the following insights into the turnaround of 
that football club from a disastrous 2004 season in which they won just four games. Hawthorn’s 
dominance of the 1980s had failed to convert generationally: the club narrowly avoided a 1996 merger 
with Melbourne and membership conversion and commercial performance was mid-percentile. 

Kennett, who ascended to the Presidency in 2005, believes consistent in the following areas allowed 
the Club to recover on and off-field performance: 

- Hawthorn always had a good cultural base as a result of some very well-respected 
administrators and coaches from the early 1960s on. 
 

- The Club moved to new premises at Waverley in 2006 that substantially upgraded training 
and administrative facilities. Morale throughout the Club was rising as was the rebuilding of 
the playing group. 
 

- The Hawthorn Football Club started to re-establish a public profile leading up to 2008, but 
importantly the Board was running a business for which a Premiership was one of the 
deliverables. The Board only had one ex-player among its ranks – Jason Dunstall, who was 
highly respected and the Board’s conduit to the coaching and football department. The rest of 
the Board were all selected for their professional mix of commercial skills. 
 

- The Board moved the Club into a commercially sound position where small surpluses were 
delivered while investing in equipment, and facilities. The Club also invested in outside 
properties to build our income and asset base. 
 

- The HFC very quickly became again one of very few Clubs which were financially 
independent of the AFL. This was, and is, terribly important as it allowed us to make decisions 
independent of AFL influence. 

 

Further, current Hawthorn CEO Justin Reeves outlined the Club’s strength of operations as a 
corporate philosophy with the following guidelines, endorsed by the Taskforce as an ideal overlay in 
the compilation of a Tasmanian Devils Football Club Board and related governance. 
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- Ensure the highest level of governance is applied right across the club, ensuring no individual 
can make a decision that puts the club at risk. Work on a ‘No Surprises’ communication 
policy. 
 

- Recruit the best people available in all areas of the club on and off the field and delegate to, 
and empower them. Accept their decision-making, measure their performance and 
consistently review, develop and ensure the wellbeing of every person within our club. 
 

- Ensure the club is financially strong and it lives within its means to remain independent of 
external pressures such as the AFL. 
 

- Set aggressive yet achievable targets right across the club to drive a high-performance culture 
and a level of competitiveness to achieve the outcomes required. 
 

- Never forget to listen to those the Club represents. In Hawthorn’s case, the most important 
stakeholders are its members: those that empower management to run the club. 

 

 

List Management 

Guy McKenna was the inaugural senior coach of the Gold Coast Suns (2011-14). McKenna oversaw 
the TAC Cup and VFL campaigns prior to the Suns entering the AFL, but across four years managed 
to compile a 24-64 record before his dismissal. McKenna notes list imbalance and the influence of 
external (i.e. outside the Club) pressure as his undoing. 

His belief in the “80-20” rule – borrowed from two-time premiership coach Malcolm Blight – is 
fundamental to understanding a team’s development, especially in its infancy. This states that 80% of 
a new playing list will be unable to sustain the rigours of a 23-week AFL season. The remaining 20% 
will either be elite draftees or recruited senior talent, but it must be available to support the youth 
across the list at all times. 

In McKenna’s final season, the Suns started the season 7-2 before that fatigue – and key injuries – 
eroded that 20%, such that he was replacing experienced, hardened talent with 18-year-old rookies. 
After battling on manfully, Gold Coast lost five of its last six games to finish 10-12, in 12th place. 

He also defines success differently, stating that expansion team growth cannot be measured by wins 
and losses, and that all stakeholders – coaches, football and administration management, the Board, 
sponsors, and members – must understand these benchmarks to appreciate this growth and remain 
patient. This point is critical: in Greater Western Sydney’s inaugural season, the Giants’ percentage 
was 46.17, the lowest by any club since St Kilda in 1955, and before that Melbourne in 1919. Despite 
a raft of draft concessions, it took until their fifth season to secure a finals appearance. 

A lesson from his early days with the West Coast Eagles: McKenna was one of six elite juniors who 
emerged from West Australian elite junior football ranks at the same time. An Eagles imperative was 
to keep this core in place and build around it, while his experience with retention on the Gold Coast 
(due to the prevalence of interstate recruits) made this a difficult challenge. 

Such was the turnover of talent and injury / fatigue management challenge, in McKenna’s second last 
game as senior coach, he fielded the youngest (by age) team in his four-season stint with the Suns, 
evidence of list imbalance and maturation. 
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The Retention Question 

 

“It has to feel like a football club, not a business start-up or an experiment. One 
thing the Tasmanian environment has going for it is history in football. What did the 
Giants’ jumper mean from day one? How did Gold Coast players feel pulling on 
their jumper?In Tasmania, the colours and the State map bring more than a century 
of football to the table from day one.” – Brendon Bolton, former Carlton AFL senior 
coach, Tasmanian Football Hall of Fame inductee. 48 

 

A perceived shortfall of the potential success of an AFL licence in Tasmania is the capacity of the Club 
to retain players after the tenure of initial rookie contracts, or any extension thereof. If the Club drafts 
non-Tasmanians – and the reality is that the majority of initial talent will be from the Australian 
mainland – its ability to retain a core of elite playing talent past those first or second-term contracts will 
be key in its medium to long-term success. 

This has proven to be the perceived case for the most recent ‘start-ups’, GWS and Gold Coast, both 
of whom were established in non-traditional AFL areas. 

The Taskforce outlined that substantial draft concessions were permitted to both expansion clubs prior 
to their entry into the competition, as follows: 

 

Gold Coast (inaugural AFL season 2011) 

The Gold Coast Football Club was provided with significant first round priority AFL National Draft 
selections; early access to recruit 17-year-old players; and access to uncontracted and previously 
listed players in this offseason. This involved: 

- At the end of 2009, up to 12, 17-year-old players were identified. These were ineligible (too 
young) for the 2009 AFL draft, but would continue to undergo junior development under Gold 
Coast guidance. 

- At the end of 2010, up to 10 players who were not on an AFL list but had previously 
nominated for a national draft. Gold Coast could immediately trade any players recruited in 
this manner. 

- At the end of 2010, up to 16 players who were on an AFL list but were out of contract at the 
end of the season. 

- At the end of each season 2010-12, up to five players recruited from the Queensland zone, 
and prior to the 2010 draft, up to three players from the Northern Territory zone. 

Then, in respective drafts, Gold Coast had the following selections: 

- 2009 rookie draft, the first five selections. 
- 2010 national draft, the first selection in each round, and picks No. 2, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13 and 15 

in the first round. 

 

Greater Western Sydney (inaugural AFL season 2012) 

The Greater Western Sydney Giants were also provided with additional draft selections, early access 
to recruit 17-year-old players, and access to uncontracted and previously listed players in this 
offseason. This involved: 

 
48 See, DNA of a Football Club, Appendix 11 
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- At the end of 2010, up to 12, 17-year-old players were identified. These were ineligible (too 
young) for the 2010 AFL draft, but would continue to undergo junior development under 
Giants guidance. 

- At the end of 2011 or 2012, access to up to 10 players who were not on an AFL list but had 
previously nominated for a national draft. 

- At the end of 2011 or 2012, up to 16 players who were on an AFL list but were out of contract 
at the end of the season. 

- Up to 16 players recruited from the New South Wales and Australian Capital Territory zone, 
recruited at any time between 2010-13, and from the Northern Territory zone, recruited 
between 2011-13. 

Then, in respective drafts, GWS had the following selections: 

- In the 2011 national draft, the first selection in each round, and picks No. 2, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13 
and 15 in the first round. 

- In the 2011 rookie draft, the first eight selections. 
- In the 2012 rookie draft, the first selection in each round. 

Additionally, at the end of 2011, GWS had the ability to trade the only four selections in a once-off 
“mini-draft” to recruit 17-year-old players. 

 

Retaining this talent 

The general perception is that both Clubs struggled to retain this wealth of junior and indeed 
established talent. 

The Taskforce noted that, between them, only three players selected in the first round of the national 
draft chose to leave after their initial two-year contract: Taylor Adams and Dom Tyson (GWS), and 
Josh Caddy (GC). More typical departures came after the second contract completion, or near-
completion, with by-now established talent departing for their home state: 

- Gold Coast: Charlie Dixon (5), Harley Bennell (5), Dion Prestia (6), Tom Lynch (8) Steven 
May (8). 

- GWS: Adam Treloar (after 4 seasons), Will Hoskin-Elliott (5), Devon Smith (6), Dylan Shiel 
(7), Jonathon Patton (8), Adam Tomlinson (8). 

A range of factors influenced individual players’ decisions to depart: 

- Increasing salary cap pressure on expansion teams as first and second contract negotiations 
evolve: the reality is that clubs simply cannot keep its entire top line of talent due to salary 
constraints; 

- The lure of family. Of those named above, all but Dixon – ironically, from north Queensland – 
chose to return to their home state; 

- Dissatisfaction with poor result. Notably, GWS has been more successful in retaining key 
talent than the Gold Coast, a status reflected in on-field success; 

- Football ‘culture’. While playing AFL in a non-traditional State can appeal to a certain player 
profile, the majority reveal a preference for living and playing in an area where media and 
society better embrace the game, as reflected by coverage, attendance and more general 
awareness. 

 

In more general terms, lessons learned from the expansion club experiences include: 

- Infrastructure must be in place to allow playing list and coaches to focus on their core 
business: developing a talent base and playing structure that will consistently meet 
competitive benchmarks as quickly as possible. 
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- Distractions must be minimised through a well-established player welfare model: Suns head 
coach Guy McKenna provided his mobile number to all player parents as a form of support 
(contrast: GWS provided dedicated welfare managers). 
 

- A collegiate player experience on and off the field is paramount. As an example of the 
fractured nature of the settling of the inaugural Gold Coast Suns team, and the youth on the 
list, the Club established 23 ‘host’ families for players. 
 

- As part of the pressure to fast-track establishment of the Suns as a local brand – to win local 
“hearts and minds” and by extension secure second- and third-tier commercial support, 
membership and attendance – Suns (and GWS) players in the first AFL season completed 
almost 5,000 hours of community work (school clinics, community visits, appearances, etc). 
This practically doubled the hours allowable in the players’ Collective Bargaining Agreement 
(approx, 2,500 hours, depending on playing list balance). 

 

The Tasmanian Difference: be ‘AFL Ready’ to promote and encourage player retention 

The Taskforce sees genuine advantages in the Tasmanian ‘offer’ to potential draftees and recruits. 
Our proposed timeframe will allow appropriate development of a Club infrastructure and associated 
facilities to promote an elite, high performance culture from day one of competition. 

In essence, any Tasmanian AFL program must be seen as ‘AFL Ready’ – the Taskforce 
emphasises this is a critical consideration for facility funding, football and administrative personnel 
appointment, marketing (media support) and general cultural acceptance of a Tasmanian Devils AFL 
program to optimise player retention prospects. 

Advantages include: 

o An inherent football culture. More than 150 years of Australian Rules entrenches Tasmania 
as a traditional football state. This in turn guarantees a captured market in terms of media 
support and general awareness – Australian Rules is the most popular sport (67% more 
than the next sport, cricket). 
Reinforcing this public engagement was the United We Stand campaign actioned in 
October 2019 by the Taskforce to engender a statement of support for a Tasmanian AFL 
licence. Launched with front page and wrap-around prominence in 
the three primary Tasmanian 
mastheads (The Mercury 
(Hobart), The Examiner 
(Launceston) and The 
Advocate (Devonport)), 
United We Stand sought a 
‘pledge’ of support – no 
financial commitment, just 
the opportunity to complete 
an online form stating 
allegiance to the AFL licence 
concept. The Taskforce 
established a target figure of 
50,000 pledges as indicating 
substance of public support. 

Pledge numbers closed at 64,232 
(November 2019). 

 

The Examiner, Advocate and Mercury covers of 
30 August, 2019, illustrated the solidarity of the 
State’s enthusiasm for an AFL licence. 
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o The value proposition for attracting players, coaches and administrators to a Tasmanian 
AFL Club will be strengthened by the significant cost of living differences (in Hobart), 
where rentals are 30% lower and mortgages 28% lower than national averages. 

 

o The proximity of mainland Australia (and convenience of travel) allows for ease of return to 
home states for family / friends. 

 

o A timely, well planned execution of facility planning. Core elements of this panning must 
consider proximity of facilities to allow for a ‘precinct’ feel to playing, training, recovering 
and living arrangements. Former St Kilda captain (and Taskforce member) Nick Riewoldt 
recalled the experience of his Club establishing a new training base at Seaford, 25km 
south of the Club’s traditional base at Moorabbin and 51km south of their nominal home 
ground of Marvel Stadium. 
Riewoldt contrast this fractured playing and training arrangement with that of his cousin, 
Richmond player Jack Riewoldt, who enjoys inner city proximity of training, recovery and 
playing opportunities. 

 

“I look at my cousin, (Richmond veteran) Jack (Riewoldt). It is not the 
premierships I am most envious of, it’s the environment his club has built. 
Play at the MCG, then walk over to Punt Rd., where family and friends, 
including kids, mums and dads, are waiting for you. 

Sure, that’s about proximity, which at St Kilda we compromised by 
moving to Seaford, far from our heartland but also nowhere near where 
we played. The Club was never the same after that move. 

But it’s also about drawing people together, putting families in the same 
hotels when they travel, having dinners together, welcoming children into 
rooms at the right time, all of those things. It’s about being happy. If you 
are happy in your environment, it will reflect in the way you train and play, 
and even project yourself.” 

 

In this context, as the Tasmania Government effectively considers a transition to an AFL 
pathway, a ‘clean slate’ allows for thoughtful positioning of these facilities. 

 

o Engaged business alliance. The opportunity exists to create an environment which 
nurtures and develops talent and people through the lifecycle of playing and beyond. The 
Taskforce has identified multiple mentor figures available to support players and their 
families through personal and business experience. 
This includes opportunities through existing business streams and the burgeoning 
Tasmanian tourism industry, which has increased 45% in the last decade and of itself 
highlights the lifestyle advantages for an AFL-based program. 
Taskforce member and former St Kilda captain Nick Riewoldt is adamant that this structure 
must exist to encourage retention: 

 

“If nothing else you build relationships which open your eyes to 
opportunities after football,” said Riewoldt. “This gives you a direction and 
reason to remain in a city in which, during your playing days, you have 
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built knowledge and contacts and you can recognise where life might go 
after you finish (playing). It’s much harder to walk away from somewhere 
if you have an interest in the community and local business, not just the 
footy club.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Taskforce Assessment 

Takeaway: A holistic, long-term view must be taken to optimise a Tasmanian Club’s 

opportunity to build culture and competitiveness and retain talent. The central tenet of this 

approach will be anchored on securing the right people for the right jobs, at the right time. 
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Section 4: The Final Word 
 

De-Bunking the Myths – The Arguments Against Tasmania 

 

These has been prevailing negativity both within the State and across the broader football community 
around Tasmania’s capacity to secure and support an AFL licence. There is also a lengthy history of 
previous AFL administrations’ ambivalence in discussing a Tasmanian licence opportunity in the 
immediate future, while failing to implement legitimate conversation about a structure or timeline with 
which the State could work towards. For example: 

 

1990 

After Tasmania defeated Victoria in Hobart, AFL Executive Commissioner Alan Schwab suggested 
that there was a genuine prospect of Tasmania having a team in the national competition in the near 
future: “1995 is a date by which we’d be realistically looking at Tasmania joining.” 49 

 

 

 

 

2007 

AFL CEO Andrew Demetriou ruled out a Tasmanian team, saying Tasmania could not financially 
support it. “You need about 30 to 40 million dollars to run a football team in our competition 
these days and we just believe quite sensibly that it’s unsustainable in Tasmania." 50 

 

 

 

 

 

2014 

While Wayne Jackson was Chief Executive, the AFL undertook a report that outlined its doubts over 
the sustainability of a Tasmanian team. Under the heading “The Future Structure of the Competition”, 
the section on Tasmania read: “While a traditional Australian football state, no venue which complies 
with AFL standards is currently available… The AFL Commission also has real doubts about the 
ability of the Tasmanian market ... to support financially a team in the AFL competition.” 51 

 

 

 

 

 
49 australianfootball.com 
50 ABC News, 21 July 2007 – Demetriou Rules Out Tassie Team 
51 The Hobart Mercury, 08 March 2014 

Finding: Statement of fact – Fremantle, not Tasmania, entered the AFL in 1995. 

Finding: Concern Addressed – See The Funding Question (page 41); Core Findings # 1 & 6 
(pages 8-9); Core Recommendations # 4 (page 11); Critical Success Factors (page 12). 

Finding: Concern Addressed – See The Funding Question (page 41); Core Findings # 1, 4, 6 
& 13 (pages 8-10); Core Recommendations # 4 (page 11); Critical Success Factors (page 12). 
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2014 

AFL Deputy Chief Executive Gillon McLachlan announced a new structure of governance of the 
game in Tasmania. McLachlan said he supported a “single team representing Tasmania”, but could 
not say what form that would take. He confirmed Tasmania would be next in line to get its own AFL 
team, but said it was at least 10 years away. “It can’t work without all of Tasmania behind it.” 52 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2015 

AFL Chief Executive Gillon McLachlan spoke at the National Press Club on 19 August 2015 
suggesting the State’s capacity to afford a team was unlikely, adding that it would need $45M in 
revenue. “Tasmania deserves its own team, it just does. Their participation rates, their ratings, their 
attendance, they are as passionate as any state. Their numbers stack up with Victoria and in my view, 
they deserve their own team. The brutal reality right now, the economy and scale of growth, 
mean they financially can’t support their own team playing 11 games, you need $45 million.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2017 

AFL Commissioner Mike Fitzpatrick conceded the AFL had “failed” in its bid to send a team to the 
Apple Isle several years ago but maintained the biggest roadblock to a Tassie-based team remained 
the question over where the club would be located. “In many ways the difficulty is the north-south 
issue in Tasmania and that has to be resolved before Tasmania can be resolved.” 53 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
52 The Examiner, 15 April 2014 
53 FoxSports.com.au, 15 February 2017 

Finding: Concern Addressed – See United We Stand (page 63); Core Findings # 9 & 13 
(pages 9-10); Core Recommendations # 5 & 7 (page 11). 

Finding: Concern Addressed – See The Funding Question (page 41); Government 
Investment: The Benefit (page 34); Core Findings # 1, 4, 6 & 13 (pages 8-10); Core 
Recommendations # 4 (page 11). 

Finding: Concern Addressed – See The Funding Question (page 41); The Stadium Question 
(page 48); Core Findings # 13 (page 10). 
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2018 

Brisbane Lion and Tasmanian product Mitch Robinson: “I still remember clear as day the words that 
former AFL CEO Andrew Demetriou said during a visit to my previous club when expansion into 
south-east Queensland and Greater Western Sydney was being discussed. I asked this question, 
‘Why isn’t Tasmania in discussions for an AFL team during these upcoming expansions?’ The words 
that stuck with me from his reply were: ‘Tasmanians already watch AFL.’” 54 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In addition to addressing these misconceptions, the Taskforce reiterates that our consultation 
and research addresses and dispels the statements that follow: 

 

Myth 1: An AFL Licence would not be supported by a unified State. 

There is now significant political alignment around an AFL licence concept, with the Coalition, Labour 
and Greens all having pledged their support of the State being represented in the AFL and AFLW. 

The establishment of the Football Tasmania Board (early 2019) has aligned various state footballing 
bodies in support of a Tasmanian team. The Board features representation from all regions and 
functional areas of the game across Tasmania, an important step in ensuring each stakeholder is both 
well-informed and engaged in this pathway – as a result, stakeholders at every tier of football, from 
every region, clearly state that an AFL licence is platform on which a single State focus can be built. 

Finally, support for ongoing, balanced north-south scheduling of matches addresses the primary 
concern of an AFL licence being either too Hobart or Launceston-oriented, and the ‘United We Stand’ 
campaign (Sept 2019) secured more than 60k pledges from across the State. Based on consultation a 
single ‘Tasmanian built’ club would be a unifying force for not just AFL but the state. 

 

Myth 2: An AFL Licence cannot be supported commercially. 

Best practice modelling of a start-up AFL licence has been independently completed from both a ‘top 
down’ and ‘bottom up’ perspective, using agreed AFL benchmarking data and a similar overall model 
to that of 2012 AFL expansion team Greater Western Sydney. 

Mid-tier support from the League distribution model and modest contribution from the State 
Government (equivalent to current support for the North Melbourne and Hawthorn agreements). In 
every instance, the commercial model is robust, self-sufficient and sustainable. 

 

Myth 3: Membership would be insufficient to support required revenues. 

AFL states such Western Australia and South Australia have seen home-based teams enter the AFL – 
these were strong footballing states with patrons supporting local teams but also, typically, a VFL/AFL 
entity, as evidenced by the >90k current membership for AFL teams. 

 
54 NewsCorp, 08 February 2018 

Finding: Concern Addressed – See Gemba research re: declining interest (Appendix 3, page 
40); The Game Under Threat (page 20); The Imperative (page 30); Core Findings # 4, 9, 10 (page 
9); Critical Success Factors (page 12). 
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The Adelaide Crows, Port Power, West Coast Eagles and Fremantle Dockers successfully 
transitioned these fans ‘back’ to provide the foundation of their modern-day membership bases. 

Tasmania it has been reported has approximately 90,000 members linked to current AFL teams. 

 

Myth 4: Residential population will not support the required attendance revenue model. 

Comparative modelling suggests this is not the case. Specifically, two scenarios the Taskforce 
considered – the North Queensland Cowboys in the National Rugby League and the Geelong Football 
Club in the AFL – indicate a similarly engaged fan base and superior immediate and regional access 
when set against attendance projections for an AFL licence supporting Hobart and Launceston 
venues. Key assumptions behind these figures (all population numbers ABS estimate at June 2019): 

- Tasmania has a population in excess of 522,000  

- Townsville population where the Cowboys are based and play is 192,000; incorporate nearest key 
residential fan source, Mackay (130,000) and Cairns (152,000), both approx. 4.5-hours by car, 
and that total expands to an approximate catchment of 475,000 people. 

- Geelong has a population of approximately 198,000 (ABS estimate, June 2019) 

- Cowboys 2019 average home game attendance is 13,658; Geelong is  33,405 (2019). 

- The Hobart to Launceston drive is approx. 2hrs 30mins; Devonport to Launceston is 
approximately 90 minutes; Devonport to Hobart approx. 3hrs 20mins. 

- AFL clubs playing home games in multiple venues is commonplace (GWS: Sydney and Canberra; 
Geelong: GMHBS Stadium Park and MCG, etc) and the Taskforce believes the above 
assumptions and associated research support projected attendance figures. 

 

Myth 5: The venues are sub-standard for ongoing AFL requirements. 

The Taskforce Terms of Reference included the scope to consider upgrade and indeed new build 
recommendations for venues. Applying the necessary average attendance numbers to generate 
agreed revenues reveals a shortfall in existing venues in Hobart and Launceston, but the timely rollout 
of an AFL licence program includes a phased approach to a redevelopment of UTAS stadium, with a 
long-term view to establish a jointly funded, multi-purpose covered venue in Hobart.. 

 

Myth 6: Local talent is necessary to support a competitive squad and secure fan identification 
and engagement. 

In a truly national AFL competition, this has not proven to be a requirement. Illustratively, in 2019 the 
Brisbane Lions had just eight ‘local’ players on their list of 47, having competed in the competition for 
32 seasons. As a traditional football culture – and with 25 Tasmanians playing AFL in 2019 – the 
medium to long-term opportunity would likely see a more typical representation in the Devils’ list such 
as that of the Adelaide Crows (13 South Australians of 44 listed players in 2019). 

Looking to other sports leagues it is informative to note that Florida for instance has two NHL hockey 
teams and only 17 rinks servicing 21M people in the state. The Canadian city of Toronto has one NHL 
team but 48 rinks serving 3M people. Clearly watching and supporting an ice hockey team in Florida 
can be mutually exclusive from participation and local identity. 

Canada has 69% more players in the NHL (season 2019) than the US. Canada has just seven teams 
in the NHL and the US has 24 (or 3.4X Canada). Clearly, the NHL can sustain teams in the US that 
are supplemented or even primarily made up of Canadian talent. Conversely, the Grey Cup, being the 
Canadian NFL equivalent, has a majority of Americans in its league.  
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It has been suggested that Tasmania shouldn't expect a team until it can supply more talent to the 
league. While supplying more talent and participation would be ideal, it isn't necessary for a football 
team to be able to generate sustainable support and membership. We recommend drawing the AFL’s 
attention to how the launch of GWS and Suns led to materially greater participation levels and talent. 

The AFL audience is mature and knowledgeable in relation to player sourcing and movement, having 
experienced the national draft since 1986 and the subsequent expansion of player movement 
mechanisms such as trades and free agency. As a traditional football State with 33 Tasmanians 
selected in the last 10 editions of the national, rookie or pre-season drafts, the Tasmanian football 
culture understands this dynamic. 

 

Myth 7: The Competition today is stressed regarding talent and another 44 player roster risks 
premium content in the men’s league or downward pressure on player wages.  

The last time the league expanded was in 2012, when the AFL increased to its current 18-team 
configuration. At that date, the Australian population was 22.74M 55 and the number of males 
participating in AFL was 0.7M 56. 

By 2018, the Australian population had increased to 25.2 M, or an increase of 11%. AFL male 
participation had outperformed population growth and had risen, over the same period, by 58% 
to 1.1M.  

By 2025 the national population is forecast to rise to  28.3M or 24% over 2012. More relevantly, 
participation would reasonably be expected to exceed the 2018 participation growth noted above 
(58%). 

Informatively, one additional team will add 5% to AFL playing ranks. Clearly centred off the 
assumption that in 2012 there was adequate talent to go to 18 clubs, and based off current junior male 
participation trends, talent available by 2025 in a 19-team competition should as a base line be no 
less comparable than to 2012. 

 

  

 
55 ABS, June 2012 and 2018 
56 AFL Annual Report 2012 and 2018 
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Conclusion 1 
 

Why Should the AFL grant a Tasmanian licence? 

- Commercial Viability: a Tasmanian team would have substantial underwriting and backing from 
the State Government that would mean the level of AFL funding / contributions made to other 
clubs would not be required by the Tasmanian team – we have modelled a robust and sustainable 
business plan on mid or average levels of media rights and entitlement distributions. A Tasmanian 
team will also add content and broadcast value to the AFL and corporate exposure and 
sponsorship benefits to the other clubs.  

 

- Broadcasting Revenue: the potential increase in revenue from an additional 11 games when 
considered at a like-for-like benchmark will generate approx. $19.9M. 

 

- Long-term commitment: The appetite for the AFL product is strong, with > 90k Tasmanians 
currently holding memberships with mainland-based teams. A Tasmanian team will increase this 
further by attracting committed local AFL fans to the new club and also attract the substantial ‘ex-
pat’ community on the mainland who will support the team financially. 

 

- Heritage and Representation of a traditional football State: the rich pipeline of talent that the AFL / 
VFL has relied on for more than a century is deteriorating. The Taskforce believes the talent 
resources will be restored via establishment of an aspirational pathway to a local AFL-based club. 

 

- Addressing local product disengagement: There is currently a significant lack of alignment 
between the AFL / AFL Tasmania and local football competitions, administrators and the general 
footballing supporter base. The 2018 Steering Committee and its subsequent report was a step in 
the right direction but requires a true end-to-end solution. 

 

- There is precedent in traditional football States: West Australian and South Australian AFL entry 
demonstrated the rapid establishment and success of states transitioning from strong, state-based 
AFL markets to AFL entry. Ownership of the game via a Commission model was seen as a 
positive by local stakeholders and contributed commercially to the game’s health. 

 

- Market Protection: A primary consideration. The longer an AFL entry is delayed, the wider the 
door opens for competitive sports identifying easier, more seamless entry into the last 500k 
market. The Tasmanian football community is a core home AFL market. Good businesses protect 
home markets before chasing expansion, and the long-term cost of regaining an advantage, if 
lost, will be substantial. 

 

- Management Burden: the transition of the Devils and key football elements to the TFCL will assist 
in more clearly defined local management of resources to oversee the game.  
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Conclusion 2 
 

Why Should the Tasmanian Government support an AFL licence? 

- Eroding existing agreements: Current public support for North Melbourne and Hobart is waning, 
such that any extension on the current agreements would represent a questionable Return on 
Investment for the Government. Conversely, the backing of a local Tasmanian team appears to 
offer the State a better ROI: more games (11 v 8) for less revenue 
($7.3 vs 8.0M). 

 

- The Sports Tourism benefit: Despite this reducing benefit, both Hobart and Launceston enjoy 
considerable revenues from hosting AFL matches. This includes inbound tourism spend and 
incremental employment opportunities, quantifiable support metrics for continuation of an AFL 
product. 

 

- Associated wellbeing: an AFL team representing Tasmania will have clear benefits in aspiration 
pathways leading to improved health outcomes both physical and mental. The broader societal 
correlation between better health and lower Government health costs is an imperative that should 
be pursued. 

 

- A level playing field: The Taskforce recommendation of establishing VFLW and AFLW teams is an 
extension of the growth of female football participation, the fastest growing segment in Australian 
Rules participation and a driver of sports equality which can be ‘owned’ by Government. 

 

- Enhanced Facilities: Under the model proposed to support an AFL licence, facilities for playing, 
training, recovery and administration must be upgraded in both Launceston and Hobart as part of 
the unified ‘north-south’ model. This will deliver improved spectator and participant options, with 
an end game for consideration being a covered, multi-purpose stadium to dramatically change the 
sport and entertainment landscape in Tasmania. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Taskforce Assessment 

The Tasmanian Taskforce believes the pathway to an AFL and AFLW licences exists, and 

pending ongoing AFL consultation, further analysis of commercial models, and 

commission of review of stadia opportunities, it should be pursued. 
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Appendices 

 
Appendix 1 – Terms of Reference (page 77) 

Appendix 2 – Brand Overview: “Unleashing the Fires of Passion” (page 79) 

Appendix 3 – Gemba Research: Government Input into Business Case (page 116) 

Appendix 4 – Governance of the Game Timeline (page 212) 

Appendix 5 – Tasmanians in the Australian Football Hall of Fame (page 214) 

Appendix 6 – Tasmanians Playing AFL in 2019 (page 217) 

Appendix 7 – Tasmanian Taskforce 2019 AFL Team Budget (page 218) 

Appendix 8 – Adelaide Oval Case Study (page 243) 

Appendix 9 – Jaws Architects Stadium Concept Document (page 244) 

Appendix 10 – Gallagher and Cox Concept Document (page 256) 

Appendix 11 – DNA of a Football Club (page 259) 

 

Please note appendices in italics (i.e. Appendices 2, 9 and 10) were not commissioned by the 
Taskforce. Rather, they were provided by interested parties with a view to enhancing the work being 
undertaken. The Taskforce does not therefore endorse the integrity of these appendices or their 
contents, but believes their inclusion provides useful starting points for future discussion in relation to 
marketing (2) and stadia (9 and 10). 
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Appendix 2 Brand Overview: “Unleashing the Fires of Passion” 
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Appendix 3 AFL Taskforce Tasmania Gemba Report October 2019 
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Appendix 4 – Governance of the Game Timeline 

 

Governance Timeline  

  Tasmanian Football 
Board 

AFL Tasmania Community Football Hawthorn North 
Melbourne 

2019   Established in 2019 by 
the Tasmanian 
Government as a first 
truly representative 
group to unite and 
grow football in 
Tasmania, work with all 
members of the 
Tasmanian Football 
community to ensure 
growth in junior 
participation and 
increase player 
retention at all levels. 

 Support the State in 
attaining an AFL / 
AFLW license. 

 Talent Management 
- U/12 – U/18 talent 

pathways (M & F 
Devils) Full-time TAC 
Cup participation (M & 
F) Government Liaison 
and Facility 
Development 

 TSL and TSLW and 
Umpires. 

 Administer Tasmanian 
State Leagues. 

 Community Hubs x 3 

 Community Hubs x 3 
- All competitions are 

separate entities, 
governed by individual 
boards / committees / 
constitutions 

- Operational matters 
now in Community 
Hubs: 

Southern Tasmania: 
STJFL, SFL, SFLW. 
OSFA, ODFA, Masters 
Northern Tasmania: 
NTJFA, NTFA, Masters, 
NTFAW 
North West Tasmania: 
NWFL, NWFLW, DFA, 
NWFA, CHFA, WCJFA, 
KIFA, Masters 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Community 
liaison 

 Game-day 
support 

 

 Next Gen 
Academy 
Program 

 Community 
programs 

 Game-day 
support 
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 Tasmanian AFL Taskforce, 
Tasmanian Football Club Limited 

Tasmanian Football 
Board 

AFL Tasmania Community Football Hawthorn North 
Melbourne 

2020 • Taskforce focus on engagement with 
AFL, Commission, and Club 
Presidents to pursue the granting of 
the licence, ideally a provisional 
licence. Lobbying campaign to 
coincide with this engagement to 
keep the Tas public involved in the 
process. 

• April 2020 to June 2020 – it is 
hoped that within this timeframe an 
indication will be available as to 
whether a licence is likely and when. 

• July 2020 – Formal establishment of 
TFCL entity, Board and appointment 
of key Devils Football Club Executive  

• October 2020 – Transfer of Devils 
assets to TFCL. 
 

Status Quo Status Quo Status Quo Status Quo Status Quo 

 Tasmanian Football Club Limited Tasmanian Football 
Board 

AFL Tasmania Community Football Hawthorn North 
Melbourne 

2021 • Transitional year of Devils Football 
Club in concert with the AFL, 
including appointment of remaining 
executive roles and key VFL football 
roles (Head of Football and VFL 
Coach) 

• Establishment of Membership base. 
• Establishment of Corporate 

partnerships. 
• Commencement of State 

Government funding. 

Status Quo Commencement of 
discussions and 
negotiations in relation to 
the TSL club’s licences that 
expire at the conclusion of 
2022 

Status Quo Contract Expires 
end 2021 

Contract Expires 
end 2021 
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• Liaison with State Govt and AFL on 
contract renewals for North 
Melbourne and Hawthorn. 

• Establishment of VFL mens and 
womens teams in preparation for 
2022 entry. 

 

 Tasmanian Football Club Limited Tasmanian Football 
Board 

AFL Tasmania Community Football Hawthorn North 
Melbourne 

2022 • Total responsibility of the “new” 
Devils Football Club assets 

• AFL Tasmania continues to fund and 
operate TAC girls and boys Devils 
Teams. 

• VFL Men’s and Women’s teams 
commence in VFL competition 
funded and operated by the TFCL 
and playing under the Tasmanian 
Devils livery. 

• Identification and appointment of key 
AFL team football roles (Head of 
Football and Coach) for both AFL 
and AFLW. 

• Ramp up of member and corporate 
partner recruitment campaigns 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Status Quo TSL Club licences expire, 
new way forward to be 
determined. 

Status Quo Contract 
Renewed TBC 

Contract 
Renewed TBC 
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 Tasmanian Football Club Limited Tasmanian Football 
Board 

AFL Tasmania Community Football Hawthorn North 
Melbourne 

2023 • Preparation for entry of AFLW Devils 
team into competition 2024. 

• AFL Tasmania continues to fund and 
operate TAC girls and boys Devils 
Teams. 

• Preparation for entry of AFL team 
into competition 2025. 

• Establishment of Next Generation 
Academy Program (replacing North 
Melbourne program). 

• Maximise performance of VFL Men’s 
and Women’s teams. 

• Upgrade of ground and training 
infrastructure in readiness for home 
games in 2024/25, including control 
of stadiums. 

• Membership push in light of Hawks 
and Kangaroos contracts ending in 
2024. 
 

Status Quo Status Quo Status Quo Contract 
Renewed TBC 

Contract 
Renewed TBC 

 Tasmanian Football Club Limited Tasmanian Football 
Board 

AFL Tasmania Community Football Hawthorn North 
Melbourne 

2024 • Total responsibility of the “new” 
Devils Football Club assets. 

• AFL Tasmania continues to fund and 
operate TAC girls and boys Devils 
Teams. 

• Identification and appointment of key 
AFL team football roles (Head of 
Football and Coach) for both the AFL 
and AFLW. 

• Ramp up of member and corporate 
partner recruitment campaigns.  

Status Quo Status Quo Status Quo Final year of 
Govt backed 
contract (if 
previously 
extended) 

Final year of 
Govt backed 
contract (if 
previously 
extended) 
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 Tasmanian Football Club Limited Tasmanian Football 
Board 

AFL Tasmania Community Football Hawthorn North 
Melbourne 

2025 • Entry of Tasmania Devils AFL senior 
team into the AFL competition.  

• Funding and operation of: 
- AFL Tasmanian Devils Men’s team 
- AFLW Tasmanian Devils Women’s 

team 
- VFL Tasmanian Devils Men’s team 
- VFLW Tasmanian Devils Women’s 

team 
- Next Generation Academy Program 
- Game, ground and training 

infrastructure 
• Governance and administration of 

member owned club. 
• Management and enhancement of 

relationships with key stakeholders, 
the AFL and Tasmanian Govt. 
 

Status Quo Status Quo Status Quo – – 
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Appendix 5 – Tasmanians in the Australian Football Hall of Fame 

 

- Royce Hart (Legend): named centre half-forward in the AFL’s Team of the Century 

- Darrell Baldock (Legend): captain of St Kilda’s Team of the Century 

- Peter Hudson (Legend): holds record (with Bob Pratt) for most goals in a season (150) 

- Ian Stewart (Legend): one of only three triple Brownlow Medallists 

- Laurie Nash 

- Horrie Gorringe 

- Verdon Howell 

- Mathew Richardson 

- Stuart Spencer 

 

Appendix 6 – Tasmanians in the AFL in Season 2019 

Adelaide: Hugh Greenwood (Hobart), Chayce Jones (Launceston) 

Brisbane: Mitch Robinson (Lauderdale) 

Carlton: Liam Jones (North Hobart), Andrew Phillips (Lauderdale) 

Collingwood: Jeremy Howe (Dodges Ferry / Hobart), Brody Mihocek (Burnie – drafted from Port 
Melbourne) 

Essendon: Tom Bellchambers (Launceston / North Launceston) 

Fremantle: Hugh Dixon (Tigers), Alex Pearce (Devonport) 

Geelong: Jake Kolodjashnij (Launceston) 

Gold Coast: Lachie Weller (Burnie) 

GWS Giants: Nil. 

Hawthorn: Grant Birchall (Devonport), Tim Mohr (Launceston) 

Melbourne: Kade Kolodjashnij (Launceston) 

North Melbourne: Ben Brown (Glenorchy / Devonport), Aaron Hall (Hobart), Tarryn Thomas (North 
Launceston) 

Port Adelaide: Nil. 

Richmond: Toby Nankervis (North Launceston), Jack Riewoldt (Clarence), Fraser Turner (Clarence), 
Maverick Weller (Burnie) 

St Kilda: Jimmy Webster (Glenorchy) 

Sydney: Robbie Fox (Burnie), Jackson Thurlow (Launceston) 

West Coast Eagles: Nil. 

Western Bulldogs: Nil. 
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Appendix 7 – AFL Tasmania 2019 Team Budget 
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Appendix 8 – Adelaide Oval Re-Development: a Case Study 

 

In January 2019, after five years of operations, the Chair and CEO of the Adelaide Oval Stadium 
Management Authority Ltd (AOSMA) reported to the Select Committee on the Redevelopment of 
Adelaide Oval (see link, below). 

It was intended that a redeveloped Adelaide Oval would deliver significant financial uplifts, particularly 
to the two AFL clubs (Adelaide Crows and Port Adelaide Power). The re-development was pitched 
such that the South Australian Cricket Association (SACA) and South Australian National Football 
League (SANFL) would in no way to be negatively impacted – and would preferably be commercially 
positive – than with their previous respective stadia, while the State of South Australia would be better 
positioned to secure and hold events. 

Highlights of the report of 31 January, 2019, included: 

 [The re-development] is now delivering more than was originally conceived. In fact, all 
stakeholders connected with this project are measurably better off. 

 The South Australian community is better off because the State has a multi-purpose 
venue that is positioning Adelaide and South Australia as an international and national 
destination for major events, concerts and tourism, generating associated economic, social 
and civic returns in a way that simply was not happening five years ago. 

 The South Australian taxpayer is benefiting because they carry zero risk in terms of managing 
the stadium, maintaining it to pristine standard and continually investing to ensure it remains 
competitive on the global stage. This is all the responsibility of AOSMA. 

 The State Government is benefiting because it invested in an asset that, at last 
estimate, is generating in excess of $330 million every year in economic stimulus for 
the State and has created more than 1,000 jobs while not exposing the Government to 
the ongoing costs of operations, maintenance or improvement. 

 SACA and SANFL have protected the revenue streams that are critical for funding grassroots 
sport, community programs, umpires, clubs, competitions and talent pathways for hundreds of 
thousands of young South Australians. 

 AFL clubs are better off because the stadium football revenue agreement managed by SANFL 
and the AFL has seen both Adelaide and Port Adelaide share in significant uplifts. 

In 2018, AOSMA had a total turnover of $104M. From this total turnover, $25.1M in ticket and other 
trust revenue was distributed to venue users; $58.6M incurred in stadium expenses; $16.1M in 
distributions to SACA & SANFL; $4.0M in government expenses and debt repayments. 

This left a net working capital surplus of $200k. 

Finally: “AOSMA must contribute to a legislated Sinking Fund for the future replacement of assets in 
the stadium to avoid any future call on the taxpayer for matters such as seating, technology or roof 
replacements. This contribution was $2.8 million in 2018 and increases by 3.1% every year.” 

 

The full report can be found, here: 

www.adelaideoval.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/AOSMA-Select-Parliamentary-Committee-
Submission.pdf   
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Appendix 11 – DNA of a Football Club 

 

Brendan Bolton grew up in Pipers River, a rural area outside of Launceston in northern Tasmania. A 
gifted junior footballer, at age 19 he won the Darrel Baldock Medal for best player afield in the 1998 
Tasmanian Football League Grand Final. By 24, Bolton had steered North Hobart to the 2003 
premiership as captain-coach, and he won the Horrie Gorringe Medal as the competition’s Best and 
Fairest Player. 

Bolton coached the Tasmanian Devils in the VFL, then the Box Hill Hawks, before being promoted to 
an assistant coach role with AFL club Hawthorn. He ascended to the senior coach role at Carlton in 
2016 before being dismissed in 2019. 

At age 37, Bolton was inducted into the Tasmanian Football Hall of Fame. He also sat on the AFL 
Tasmanian Football Steering Committee off 2018. 

Few men better understand football, and Tasmania. 

 

A Higher Purpose 

People ask what a football club stands for. All really strong organisations, irrespective of whether or 
not they’re a footy club, have a concept of higher purpose; in football, that is above and beyond the 
obvious of trying to win premierships. 

Think of the All Blacks, who have this purpose of leaving the jersey in a better place than they receive 
it. That’s not about winning, it’s about reverence for everything they stand for. 

It's the reason people will volunteer their time, or maybe sponsor you when it doesn’t completely make 
commercial sense. They do things because they see a reason above and beyond. It's interesting: 
businessman who have been highly successful will volunteer time or money, or both, just to be 
involved, just to get into the rooms to touch that environment. 

So what do we stand for in Tasmania? Nowhere else is so defined by its boundaries. We are unique, 
first and foremost, because we live on or come from an island. Island life dictates that we are 
surrounded by water, nature’s boundary, and the map personifies that it’s us against the others. 

We represent quality. We think of our produce, even our spirit, as clean, natural, as the best, and that 
extends to the footballers we have produced: Baldock, Hudson, Stewart, Richardson, Hart, the 
Riewoldts. We are small, but we generate the very best. There’s a strength in that. 

And those people are of high values. Our football is genuine, it's honest, it’s about quality in every 
respect. If that’s our higher purpose, to reflect those traits, I can’t think of many better. 

 

It’s called the Australian Football League. 

It is simple enough to argue that Tasmania is a football state, therefore a traditional ‘football state’ 
merits a place at the AFL table. But dig deeper and ask yourself, “What does ‘Australian’ mean?” 
There is an element of inclusiveness in that term – if the competition welcomes all, surely that means 
Tasmania is front and square at that table. 

In fact, isn’t something missing without us? 
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It takes time. 

You can’t throw open the doors and click your fingers and magically create a club. Football, netball, 
tennis, whatever, a club is not just a sign over the door, a jazzy colour palette and a collection of 
people wearing the same uniform. 

It needs meaning – it needs that higher purpose – and that grows from the floor up. The levers 
responsible for that are people and time, and the engagement of all around you. For those 
people looking on – in this context that is not just the Tasmanian public but the entire competition, 
indeed every ‘stakeholder’ – getting them to believe in us is getting them to understand us: what a 
Tasmanian football club stands for. What’s in our DNA? What’s our higher purpose? 

 

What’s on our first bumper sticker? 

If we want to reflect the benefits of hope, inspiration, aspiration and pride, which are cornerstones of a 
true football club’s position in society, if we want to capture the social and emotional connection of the 
State and the respect of the competition, we need to include the Tasmanian public in what that 
bumper sticker will say. 

From day one, make this a unique experience for them. Take them on a journey which might be five or 
six years, but that end objective is very clearly defined and understood in terms of what it looks like, 
what it represents. Plus, it’s not the end, it’s actually the beginning. 

 

Inside a Football Club 

Attracting talent is a fundament of the system that exists. There is a national draft, there is free 
agency, academies, elite junior tiers, national competitions, all of those things. Few people survive 
every stage of that system and arrive at an elite football club without talent. So the secret to success 
returns to some basic questions: 

1. How do you develop them as footballers? 
2. How do you develop them as people? 
3. How do you provide an environment in which people can thrive as individuals? 
4. How do they feel like they belong? 
5. How do you keep them? 

 

Here are the foundations of achieving these things: 

- Understand where you are at any given time 

This is about awareness: where you are at in your football cycle, and where you need to get to. For 
me, I thought I was playing at a reasonable level in local junior footy, then when Tasmania secured a 
TAC Cup team for the first time, the Mariners, it gave us all a carrot. We played the first year and we 
got hammered, but in the next few years we became really competitive ... the problem had been we 
just didn't know what we didn’t know, but we had a ‘chase’ mentality. That was the same with the 
Devils in the VFL – initially no good but then highly competitive. 

The key was understanding where we stood. Not always accepting it, but working to that next level. 

You need to keep equilibrium: not getting too high when you win and too low when you lose. The 
only way you can do that is when you’ve got a clear knowledge of where your club is at in its 
development phase. If that’s blurry, or poorly communicated, that’s when the anxiety builds. 
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- Be transparent and honest 

Re-building comes with pain, so starting from scratch might be the ultimate embodiment of that, and 
messaging has to be consistent and straight-forward. People can sniff out when the message is false, 
and that means everyone from players to the public. If you are not aligning reality and expectations, 
you’re in a bit of trouble, and that makes it critical that every member of the club – especially the 
administration – supports the reality. 

You’ve got to talk to your vision as to where you are at the start, how you are going to get there, and 
the accountability of every single member of the club. Role clarity is so important: what’s expected of 
people, how and when? Without that, you are working in different directions and you get derailed. 

As part of this internal honesty, keep aligning it and revisiting it. Challenge it when you go off course, 
which you will ... it’s not a linear experience. But also celebrate it when you’re really aligned, which is a 
wonderful feeling in a football club. 

 

- Be selfless 

Go above and beyond and do ‘whatever it takes’ for someone else. That’s not an on-ground thing, but 
it’s about a selfless attitude across every action. So, the star player, when he or she signs an 
autograph, it’s not just a quick sign and walk away; make eye contact, ask some questions of that kid, 
and do it properly because he or she will never forget that moment. On the field it might be blocks and 
shepherds, the little one percenters that help your teammates, there are thousands of them in footy. 
But it’s the other stuff off the ground that grows a football club and generates fan attachment. 

For some it’s natural, for some it’s not. Every player, every staff member will start from a different 
position but when they see why it is important, that’s gold. You know what’s really interesting? When 
you do something for someone else you get a benefit and you feel good. It's one of the natural highs 
in life.  

 

- Be Balanced 

We spoke about equilibrium in response to outcomes. It also relates to behaviours, which need to be 
owned but not imposed upon, and need to find a balance in a player’s life. Because you can ramp up 
on process, stoppages, systems, elite high performance conversations, all of that ... but you got to do 
that in combination with managing each individual as a person. A coach always walks that line: go too 
far on process, you’re a hardarse. Go too far with just people, you’re everyone’s best friend. 

 

 

Back to those questions on the capacity to attract and retain talent. 

1. How do you develop them as footballers? 

Invest in good people from day one. The coaching landscape is much bigger than one person, which 
was an archaic view. Coaching the individual is a key: don’t try and squash somebody into a box, but 
recognise and encourage the strengths that got them into the elite system in the first place. Nurture 
them, just as you work on the weaknesses as a positive experience. 

A young kid learns and inherits values from his surroundings, no doubt. But he is also going to bring 
his own unique values and clubs need to embrace and celebrate them because they are unique. The 
values of that particular club only then enhance and help grow that young player.  
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2. How do you develop them as people? 

Give them the bigger picture of the journey they are on. Young footballers sometimes can’t see past 
getting that next kick, or reading about themselves on social media. Open doors to study, expose 
them to different experiences and people. Provide a mentor system not only from within club walls, but 
introducing business and social figures of value who align with the club’s direction. Revisit your values 
and their benefits. 

This relates to preparing them for life after football. The reality is that of those to play a single AFL 
game, only 31% go on to play 50, and just 17% advance to 100 or more. Life after football is therefore 
not just about 32-year-olds who have enjoyed a decade of high earning and high profile; they are well 
and truly the minority. Rather, it is about optimising the player experience and exposure in the time 
you have them. 

You’ve got to get that right the first time. You’ve got to set the tone. Clubs last a lot longer than 
individuals, but the positive attitudes get passed on internally just as negative reputations get shopped 
around the competition, especially among players. In that respect, authenticity is the best salesman 
for a football club. 

Let’s not overlook a key in this discussion: a player’s primary goal is to contribute to winning games of 
football. But that is not mutually exclusive from getting them to ask themselves: “How am I going to 
develop as a person?” 

What happens to a player when he or she finishes football shouldn’t be left to chance. When a player 
leaves, a good club has helped them understand that he or she has got to take responsibility for this. 
That when they leave, one: they know they've done all they can on a professional level to be a good 
footballer, and two: they’ve put all the steps in place that give them the attitudes, the experiences and 
qualifications to succeed in life. 

 

3. How do you provide an environment in which people can thrive as individuals? 

Facilities in elite football are like an arms race. It is reality that the majority of players on initial 
Tasmanian VFL, AFL, VFLW and AFLW list will not be from Tasmania, especially in the instance of 
the AFL. The power of a tour of first-class facilities cannot be overstated – that first impression is 
imperative. 

Again, this speaks of alignment in resources. Not just bricks and mortar in a training and playing base, 
but in welfare and high performance development, both physical and mental. 

It has to feel like a football club, not a business startup or an experiment. 

One thing the Tasmanian environment has going for it is history in football. What did the Giants’ 
jumper mean from day one? How did Gold Coast players feel pulling on their jumper? It is no one’s 
fault that neither jumper – nor club – held a thread of meaning. In Tasmania, the colours and the State 
map bring more than a century of football to the table from day one. 

-  

4. How do they feel like they belong? 

When I was growing up, playing at North Launceston, after a game all the families would be upstairs 
in the social club. The administrators would be there. Girlfriends and wives. You felt like you belonged. 
In my experience, the more elite the football environment, the more that gets pushed aside. 

The prospects of a new licence in football, be it VFL or AFL, VFLW or AFLW, are so tightly connected 
to the players and their families feeling like they belong. 

The recent benchmark of the competition is Richmond. 
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[Nick R]: I look at my cousin, (Richmond veteran) Jack (Riewoldt). It is not the 
premierships I am most envious of, it’s the environment his club has built. Play at 
the MCG, then walk over to Punt Rd., where family and friends, including kids, 
mums and dads, are waiting for you. 

Sure, that’s about proximity, which at St Kilda we compromised by moving to 
Seaford, far from our heartland but also nowhere near where we played. The Club 
was never the same after that move. 

But it’s also about drawing people together, putting families in the same hotels 
when they travel, having dinners together, welcoming children into rooms at the 
right time, all of those things. It’s about being happy. If you are happy in your 
environment, it will reflect in the way you train and play, and even project yourself. 

 

5. How do you keep them? 

I hear this every day in the Tasmania conversation. 

You keep players at a football club by looking after them and their families. By applying those 
expected behaviours consistently while allowing each individual to express themselves and contribute 
to that culture. By creating that environment, as above: we develop you as footballers and people, 
embrace your families, provide first class facilities, and establish a climate in which you can thrive. 

Tasmania has advantages over other locations. It has a football culture without escalating into the 
intense, high focus ‘bubble’ of Melbourne, Adelaide or Perth; it is a short flight to Melbourne, thus 
regular, lengthy travel does not present the grind of, for example, an Eagles or Lions’ schedule. 

There are certain personalities who will not simply enjoy Tasmania – they will thrive in it. And from day 
one it will represent something. 

 

[Nick R]: Buddy Franklin goes up to Sydney and he loves that life, which was 
dramatically different for him than playing in Melbourne. Yet playing for the Swans 
meant he was still part of something. That’s the issue for the boys on the Gold 
Coast, they’re not part of anything. Playing in front of a crowd that understands 
footy, it's not a gimmick for them, they’re not theatre goers, they are football 
people. Tassie people are going to understand it. They’re going to support it.  

The Tasmanian experience is rare, it’s unique. Let’s say the footy club invests in a 
house at Orford, kits it out, puts sheds on it with boats. Hey boys guess what? It’s 
stocked with everything, it's full of fishing rods, it’s full of bait, it’s full of whatever. 
It’s not for everyone, but every state is not for everyone ... So you play on a 
Saturday and then you drive up the East Coast and a couple of hours later you're 
walking in the water and then you're sitting in front of a fire up on the East Coast, 
which is beautiful. No traffic, no stress. 

 

Here’s a local trait which I think will be reflected in a Tasmanian football club: Tasmanians rely on 
each other. That’s a general concept, but it’s true, we live on or come from an island and that denotes 
a different type of mentality. It’s tougher, I truly believe that. That extends to how a Tasmanian working 
in football keeps an eye out on all Tassie players, Tassie coaches. We’re connected. That sense of 
connection resonates within us. 

People from other areas talk about the different regions of the State, but they don’t understand the 
absolute truth: football unites Tasmania. 
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Previous Work Considered 
 

The most relevant recent work completed in relation to this Taskforce’s remit are the “Future Dir-
ections of Tasmanian Football Project” (2016) and the “Tasmania Football Steering Committee” 
(2018). Both reports add context to the work completed by this Taskforce, and we recommended 
revision of their findings as part of this overall consideration of our recommendations. 

Another critical piece of work was undertaken by sports market research and analysis firm Gemba. In 
2008, Gemba assisted the Tasmanian State Government in its compilation of a business case for a 
Tasmanian AFL Club, the last significant investment in feasibility of this cause. 

The Taskforce felt it appropriate that, given this previous work, Gemba was again sought to model the 
same business case around contemporary benchmarks and expectations relating to sport, population, 
economics and tourism. Refreshment of consumer and market data has now been completed, 
supported by peer review of the business model. 

The “Future Directions” report was compiled by former Western Bulldogs chief executive Simon 
Garlick, and focused on the internal challenges facing the game across the State. It recommended 
the points salary system to prevent players being poached from the Tasmanian Statewide 
League, more resources be put into the talent pathway and the consolidation of community football 
leagues where appropriate. 

It also suggested that just the one AFL team play in the state, rather than the then-existing (and 
remaining) schedule featuring Hawthorn and North Melbourne playing ‘home’ matches in Tasmania. 
Garlick also acknowledged that the expiration of existing broadcast deals (post AFL season 2021) was 
the likely trigger reduction from two to one team. 

A more relevant report was that of the Tasmania Football Steering Committee. This committee of nine 
consisted of current AFL coaches, senior AFL executives in game management and development and 
AFL Tasmania CEO Trish Squires, plus significant inputs from State Government and local TSL 
officials. 

The Committee supported the additional funding proposed and delivered by the AFL, which totalled 
$1.9 million in 2019 and confirmed the League’s ongoing commitment through 2021 and beyond. A 
focus on community engagement was a key consideration in re-energising the health of the game at 
grass roots level and establishing more defined elite pathways culminating in the AFL and AFLW 
national draft system. 

Entry of a Tasmanian TAC Cup was agreed, and the Devils completed in 2019 (finishing 4-11 
season). 

The Committee also endorsed a return to the VFL via a standalone licence to enter a team in 2021, 
although consideration of an AFL licence of any status was not actioned. 
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